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Abstract 
This study examined the School Assessment Model as was piloted in the Province of 
Newfoundland and Labrador. The intent of the study was to attempt to gather information 
related to this model of School Reform and to gain an understanding as to why it was an 
assessment based model that was promoted as opposed to an accreditation based model. 
Information was gathered through the assistance of a targeted research sample group. A semi 
structured interview was conducted with each of the participants and questions revolved around 
ascertaining the level of commitment to reform, the need for reform, the differences between 
School Assessment and other previous reform initiatives, and the benefits and challenges for the 
Provincial Department of Education, school districts and schools in supporting school 
assessment at this time. 
The results of the study indicated that a large reason for the promotion of an assessment based 
model was that the education system in this province with its geographical constraints, history 
and financial restrictions, would be more conducive to an assessment based model. Assessment 
based reform is. at this time. a better fit for the education system in the province. The indication 
was given by several subjects that they felt an accreditation type model would be revisited in the 
future. 
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Chapter I - Introduction 
Section 1.1: Background 
In ~larch 1992, the government of Newfoundland and Labrador released the publication entitled. 
( Jur ( 'luldn:u ( )ur l··ullm!- Royal ( 'ommi.,·swn r~f fnqmr_l-· iulo !he I Je/1\·e,:t · of fJro~r,.umsund Serwr.·es 
111 /'nmw:r. 1~·/emelllar_r. Secondcrry Education. This document. more commonly known as the 
Williams report. reported upon the status of the education system of the province Since the release 
of the report. the issue of accountability for those administering the system has been a focal topic 
Indeed. one of the recommendations put forth by the report was that school boards put a system in 
place. \vhereby schools could be assessed every five years. and that the results ofthese assessments 
be provided to school councils (Williams. 1992. p 392) Fiscal realities dictate that the people of 
the Provmce are demanding that the system for which their tax dollars are paying is delivering results 
consistent \Vith national. as well as international standards No longer are schools seen as self 
contained and insular The public are demanding that they be involved and play a key role in the 
education of their children . The public, through government. is demanding that schools operate in 
a manner which ensures the best possible instruction for the children of this Province. 
As revealed through an interview conducted with Dr Philip Cull of the Vista School District on 
December I I. 1997. this reference to accountability is a common theme shared by the provincial 
Departments of Education across the country The desire is to improve the level of education offered 
to students across the counuy through the enactment of accountability mechanisms l f Canada is 
going to deliver a high quality of education to its youth. it is paramount that each province must, in 
turn. work towards improving education systems at a provincial level One of the mechanisms by 
which the accountability of schools will be addressed is through school assessment By examining 
the characteristics of the school community. it is assumed that there can be an improvement in the 
delivery of instruction at the school leveL lfschools are aware of where they currently are in relation 
to where they should be, as referenced on accepted measures of educational achievement. steps can 
be taken to bridge the gap. 
School assessment is a process designed to enhance and maintain quality in the education system in 
the Province Typically. a school development process has four steps: (I) preparation by the school 
of an internal report and general documentation based on established criteria; (2) completion of an 
independent assessmem of the documentation, policies, practices and processes employed by the 
school (usually involving a site visit); (3) assessment of the evidence, and (4) preparation of an 
independent report . 
Throughout all four steps. identification of areas for improvement would generally be emphasized 
Participating organizations would usually be expected to prepare an action or improvement plan to 
address identified deficiencies. 
The focus of the school assessment model is that it is not an event; rather it is a process of 
continuous improvement. Moreover, it is an ongoing process that involves all stakeholders in the 
educational community. Being cyclical in nature, it involves a continuous monitoring of both 
strengths and weaknesses of schools. Initially, a school profile is developed that outlines both 
strengths and weaknesses. From this internal assessment, an external review is conducted that 
allows an independent body to critique the findings of the internal team. At this point, a school 
improvement plan is written that addresses both the strengths and weaknesses revealed by the school 
... 
_, 
profile This plan is implemented and data collected to form the basis of the next cycle of 
assessment . 
In the Province of Newfoundland and Labrador. a pilot project known as School Assessment was 
put in place at 13 schools. The Vista School District has committed to have its schools involved in 
a similar process This District has taken the step of modifying the pilot model and developed its 
own form of reform called School Development. This process of reform though is still in its 
infancy As the change process is one best judged after it has been implemented over time. to 
conduct an evaluation of the process at this time would be invalid. This study will focus on the 
means by which school assessment has been accepted by the provincial Department of Education 
as a process for improving the Province's educational system. 
Section 1.2: \Vh\' Assess Schools? 
Before one answers the question. ..Why assess schools?". one has to examine the concept of 
evaluation . Sergiovanni ( 1995) describes evaluation in the following way 
C 'cmrnwnplace tn our ordinary ltves. eva/uatwn i ... an mescapable a.,·pecr of most of what we do. 
r/ netha we: are hunng a patr vfshoes. st!lecltn~ a recrpc for a clrnnf!r porn·. rcarrangmg the lrvmg 
room furmture or enjovmg a nwvre. baseball game. or an art shcm·. evaluatwn t . .,; part of tire proce.'\s. 
In 1/s orclman; sense. evaluatton mean.'\ to drsc:ern. uncler.'\lancl. ancl apprecralf!. on the one hand. and 
Cti w1/ue. judge. and decide on the ather. The . .,;e l't:r:~· same natural and ordman· pruces.w:s are at plav 
(Sergiovanni, 1995, p. 215) 
-l 
Because of the complexity of the task. the an of teaching should be constantly involved in an 
evaluation process The information that is available is rapidly expanding, and the ways to 
communicate and share this information also changes No\,,., more than ever. schools are being held 
accountable, as are other public institutions. However. Sergiovanni ( 1995) pointed out . .. the 
literature is filled with reports and scenarios highlighting the disdain with which teachers regard 
evaluation"(p . 214 ). As teachers are resistant to accept evaluation of their own performance. it 
holds to reason that they would be skeptical of a process by which the very core of their work 
em·ironment is to be questioned An etlective method of school reform would need to consider the 
mherent skepticism of those at the very core of the school system - teachers . An effective means 
by which the total school community can be moved to deep reforms and fundamental shifts would 
need to be accepted by all stakeholders. Once accepted. the likelihood of success becomes greater 
All maJor professions undergo some form of evaluation As Sergiovanni ( 1995) states. ··it 1s by 
mcreasing and informing their sensitivities and intuitions that attorneys. architects. and physicians 
make better practice decisions and improve their performance Professional practice in teaching. 
superv1sion. and the principalship improve similarly" (p 215) Sergiovanni ( 1995) points to three 
purposes of evaluation: 
Quality Control The principal is responsible for monitoring teaching and learning 
This. among other things. is done through the principal by visiting classrooms, 
touring the school. talking with people. and visiting with students There is 
consideration of evidence that indicates the level of learning. 
s 
2 Professional Development. The helping of teachers to grow and to develop in their 
understanding of teaching and classroom life. in improving basic skills. and in 
expanding their knowledge and use of teaching repenoires is the second purpose of 
supervision. 
3 Teacher Motivation. Building and nurturing motivation and commitment to teaching. 
to the school's overall purposes, and to the school's defining educational platform. 
Because one of the roles of evaluation is to ensure that quality is maintained. the Province has 
adopted a school assessment process. The school assessment process is seen as having significant 
potential to drive the reform process at the local school level. 
The process of school assessment provides a vehicle through which schools can assess their 
level of performance against a set of locally and provincially applied standards. The focus of the 
program is on ways in which schools can continuously improve. 
The Department of Education has delineated the purposes of the assessment process as being . 
The ."ic:hool .·lssessment tmtwln·e recugm::es that schools are complex tnslllulluns and exammes all the 
cltmenswns of.,·choolltfe. The purpose of School Assessment ts {() · 
/ . Ensure lhat schools meellocal and provmctal standard'> ""ilh re.'>pect to the mtcllc:ctual. human. 
social. career c/e,·elopment and special need,· of students. the schaolleaclershtp. the .Khool cit mate. 
the .o;chuol aclmrmstratwn. one/the relationship wtth the commumty: 
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" Enxure that parents are mji1nm:d ahout. conmhutt! to a11d art: ... au.'ifiecl "'llh the pro;t!re.':" o(thetr 
schools: and 
J .·1.-:,.,.,.t ll'lfh the ongmn~ .w:htmltmprrwenumt process 
(Department of Education. Province of Newfoundland leaflet - ··school Assessment. 
Ensuring Quality in Education". 1996) 
1.3: Review of Change Literature 
As school assessment revolves around the concept of change. more specifically the instillment of 
school - based initiatives designed to focus the efforts of the school towards improvement. any 
discussion of the school assessment initiative requires a review of change literature. The basic tenant 
of change theory is outlined by Fullan (1985) who states that "change is a process not an event" . 
Reform initiatives cannot be expected to have immediate success. Dramatic improvements will not 
be seen immediately Effective and successful change will take time Problems will need to be 
worked through on a gradual basis. This review deals with a discussion of what the process entails 
and how it is ··worked through" to permit meaningful and successful change. 
According to change literature, the change process has three steps and Fullan ( 1985) identifiesthem 
as initiation. implementation, and institutionalization. Berman and McLaughlin ( 1976) label the 
steps as initiation. implementation, and incorporation. These labels differ only in semantics; in 
actuality. both discuss the same processes For the purpose of this review, the term 
institutionalization is used when reference is made to the third step in the process. 
Successful change requires a good start to the process~ therefore. the Initiation stage is crucial. 
During this stage. several important events occur which support the change. Unless a solid 
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foundation for the change is built. success is unlikely. Change is initiated when a new strategy is 
adopted. This may be a result of a local recognition of the need for change. or it may be imposed by 
the use of a top-down approach . The process begins with a recognition of a perceived need for 
change and a commitment to begin. 
The most important step in the change process is the development of a plan According to the 
literature, a plan at the initiation stage must be based on sound theory, yet remain flexible enough 
to adapt to the local situation (Berman & McLaughlin. 1976). Planning involves setting up a team 
to guide the innovation This team should consist of facilitators. those involved in the direct 
implementation of the change and other concerned persons. The team must be responsible for 
preparing for the early use of the innovation, including such important areas as establishing goals. 
identifying the resources needed and available. determining the suppon mechanisms needed. 
determining the scope of the change, dec1ding if the change is realistic, and selecting early users 
In his book The New Meaning of Educational Change, Fullan ( 1991) described these functions as 
being concentrated in three areas: relevance, readiness. and resources. It is clear that the function of 
the facilitation team is crucial to the change Without a structured group to keep the change initiative 
focused, and on task. momentum will likely dissipate. Hence the initiative will be unlikely to carry 
forward and be integrated into the normalcy of the institution's operation. 
Once the adoption is complete, preliminary plans made. and resources identified. the innovation can 
then move from the initiation to the implementation stage At this stage, the early users begin to 
implement the strategies to make the change. It should be stressed here that training and access to 
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facilitators is important not only at this stage but throughout the process. ln fact. the whole process 
is non-linear, so shifts from one stage to the next are possible in either direction. Therefore. the 
training and professional development required to make the change successful occurs here as \veil 
as in the other stages Full an ( 199 I ) detines implementation as ·· . the process of putttng into 
practice an idea, program, or set of activities and structures new to the people attempting or expected 
to change" At this stage, communication between those who will implement the change and the 
facilitation team is critical to ensure that information is passed in both directions. This information 
is important because it could be a communication of some aspect of the plan to help the early users 
implement it, or it could be a communication of some needed modification discovered in early use 
According to F ullan ( 198 5 ), this communication should be expected because the fact that 
preimplementation planning is less significant than planning during implementation ensures its 
necessity Also. feedback and alteration will occur during implementation and this will only 
strengthen the momentum of the change 
The final step in the change process is the institutionalization of the change. This occurs when the 
plan has been successfully used and proven by the early users, and the new improved version is then 
dispersed to later users who ··buy into" the concept until independent use is achieved. Here, planning. 
action, and reflection are still required and feedback leading to changes in the plan are still possible 
With change. there is no defining moment at which end goals are reached so it is important to accept 
suggestions from later users which, like earlier suggestions, can improve the innovation and increase 
the chance of successful future use. 
9 
The change literature also discusses themes surrounding the concept of change that are necessary to 
understand when developing innovations. Fullan ( 1993) breaks down these themes into sections and 
indicates specific concerns that principals and teachers should bear in mind when establishing their 
own roles in the change process Principals are instructional leaders. not just managers The 
principal is therefore a crucial member of any facilitation team in his/her school and, according to 
F ullan ( 1993 ). the principal must function in certain areas to ensure that meaningful change occurs 
First of aiL the principal must understand the culture of the school . Secondly, the princtpal must 
value teachers and promote their professional development. Thirdly, the principal must extend and 
express his/her own values to staff members. Also the principal must promote collaboration between 
teachers for change and use a menu approach to change instead of mandating the change Teachers 
will be more likely to work to meet challenges they were a part of designing and selecting If they 
are involved in the process. commitment and thus success are more likely. Meaningful change 
cannot be dictated . 
Full an's sentiments are echoed by Brown ( 1993 ). as her study confirmed the importance of the role 
oft he administrative body in providing leadership for effective change. Brown 's study showed that 
1 n order for change to be effective it is important that the leadership create a team approach to 
implementation of the initiative being proposed It is crucial that the members of the school 
communi~y be on the same level when approaching significant changes. Unless the community is 
collaborating and working towards a common goal. it is less likely that the change will occur as 
intended 
' 
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Teachers must also understand their role in making meaningful change. Fullan ( I qq 3) identities 
several themes surrounding teachers in the change process. These are concerned mainly with 
flexibility, willingness to accept new ideas. a commitment to change, and a desire to learn 
themselves One important point that Fullan ( 1993) stresses is that teachers must be \\.illing to 
become learners and deepen pedagogical knowledge through training and professional development 
This can be interpreted to suggest that meaningful change is difficult to implement in schools if 
teachers are unwilling to learn new things. Resistance to new ideas by teachers can be a major 
obstacle to change. 
In summary, meaningful change occurs most effectively when all members of the school community 
accept the themes and guidelines and commit to work together with central office statr and other 
parties to achieve real change What is needed is change that continues beyond muiation and 
tmplementation and grows to be an integral means by which the system functions 
lhe implementation of any initiative is more likely to be successful if the stakeholders affected by 
the change become committed to it This will happen only if a shared process is utilized in which 
a collegial model of the process is developed . When this occurs. the process will involve a 
considerable commitment ofboth time and resources from those involved. Without the support of 
all stakeholders. the desired implementations wilt fail to continue and real. lasting reforms will not 
have occurred 
II 
Change is a continuous process. Those involved in any change initiative. be it school improvement. 
teacher evaluation or any other substantive initiative cannot say that they have completed it The 
process of continuous improvement is the goal. Continuous improvement and reflection by the 
school and community is the surest way to accomplish the desired change 
1.4: Purpose of the Studv 
The improvement of the educational setting is a key concern for all involved in the education of the 
children of this Province Parents. teachers. administrators. students and the general public want a 
system that ensures maximum benefit for all stakeholders. This goal is common across the country . 
The Province of British Colombia has long been involved in the process of accreditation for its 
schools The accreditation process differs from the school assessment model currently in place in 
this Province. There is a considerable difference in the degree to which the external review phase 
is emphasised . This study examined both the accreditation model in British Colombia and the school 
assessment model in Newfoundland and Labrador, from a historical/ethnographic perspective. From 
this examination. it is hoped that an insight into the assessment process will be gained and an 
explanation of why the province has opted for this approach to educational change in the manner 
will be found . 
This study utilized qualitative research methods to engage in an interpretive examination of the 
process by which school assessment was adopted as a means to improve school systems It involved 
an extensive immersion by the researcher in the field and thus, in keeping with the principles of 
ethnographic research proposed by Glesne & Peshkin ( 1992), the process of panicipant observation 
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and interviewing constituted the core data gathering tools The purpose of this study was to gather 
data that led to an understanding of how school assessment came to be the method of reform 
promoted by the provincial Department of Education The researcher. as stated in Glesne & Peshkin 
··translated social experiences and construct narratives"( 1992. p I I). The intention was to gain an 
understanding of the process and attach some meaning to the complexity of the research subject 
Philosophically. this study was conducted from a phenomenological stance in which the attainment 
of a holistic view of the development of school assessment could be ascertained. Accepting that 
phenomenology is ·· the study of experiences and the way we put them together to develop a world 
vic\v" (Marshall & Rossman. 1995. p. 82) gives the researcher a framework under which the study 
can be grounded Underneath the many influences that led to the development of school assessment 
ts a common thread that led to the acceptance of this approach to improvement of the provincial 
education system. 
The primary goal of this research was to examine the development of the school assessment model 
in the Province ofNewfoundland and Labrador. An ethnographic approach has been adopted for the 
reasons identified by LeCompte & Preissle 
l:'thnography and 1ts qualttatt\'C: cle.wgn \"armms prm·tcle educatwnal and other ,,·acial researchers 
wllh a/cernal/ves fur descnhtn.S!. Interpret mg. and explmmng the suctalwvrld and the uperatum of 
r:cluc.arwnal phenumena ll'l(}un tht ... n·or/d .\ .llh.,.tanttve ccm ... tructsgeneratedwllhm the varwus .metal 
mic/ appltc:d sc:umc:es thai mfluence educatwnal echnograph\· pronclc: cln·er.w: perspectives ton·arcl 
etlucntum and crmtrthute to the authenttc portrm:al of a complex. mulllfaceted human soctC!~\,·. 
( 1993, p. 28) 
More specifically the study addressed the following research questions . 
Why 1s there a desire to reform schools at this time" 
How· committed are key educational administrators to reforming the educational 
system" 
3 Ho\v is school assessment different from other school reform initiatives such as 
school improvemem·l 
4 What are the reasons the Department of Education opted for an assessment-based 
model of school reform as opposed to an accreditation-based model'' 
5 What are the benefits and challenges for the Department of Education. school 
districts and schools in supporting school assessment at this time·) 
1.5: Limitations of the studv 
The following limitations were recognized as being inherent within the study 
The results oft he study were dependent upon the cooperation of the persons involved 
in the school assessment process As the source of data for the study was primarily 
interview transcripts. cooperation from the key players was essential 
2 Participants may have been reluctant to respond to questions that were personal or 
sensitive in nature. 
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3 The study sought to document the historicaUethnographical background of the School 
assessment process. It did not attempt to funher extend or draw conclusions as an 
evaluatory study was felt to be invalid with the model still very much in its infancy 
As this was an ethnographic study the views and positions of the researcher may have 
influenced the interpretations of the data. 
1.6: Delimitations of the Study 
The follov.·mg delimitations are recognized as being inherent within the study 
The study did not seek to evaluate the effectiveness of the process The study 
examines the means by which the process was arrived at but not its effectiveness as 
a reform initiative. The school assessment initiative is still very new to this Province 
i\:tany of the initial schools are only finishing the first phase of their planning at this 
point To evaluate the effectiveness of the process would formulate the basis for 
additional study to be undenaken at a point when the process is sufficiently 
established to warrant an evaluatory study 
2 The researcher anticipates that the findings may be of benefit to the Province in 
establishing a basis from which studies on assessing the value of the school 
assessment process can be drawn. 
3 This study is descriptive and explorative in nature and summarized the gathered data. 
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I. 7: Sources of Data 
ln gathering data the researcher utilized . 
I . Interview transcripts derived from key players involved in the school assessment 
mltlatlve 
2. Provincial Depanment ofEducation documents related to reform through both school 
assessment in Newfoundland and Labrador and accreditation in British Colombia 
These documents included Department of Education publications. school pro tiles 
and other sources deemed to be of value in assessment of the process 
1.8: Definition or Terms 
Accountability The responsibility for carrying out an obligation or trust 
Accreditation A status granted to a school that has been assessed and found to meet or 
exceed stated criteria 
Action Plan A strategy for implementing each priority for school improvement 
Annual Report A yearly school level repon. produced by the school. containing indicators of 
school achievement as well as comparative information related to a range of 
other significant areas 
Assessment The systematic process of gathering information about the nature and quality 
of schools. 
Criteria Statement A clearly defined statement specifying knowledge, skills. and behaviors. the 
achievement of which moves the school towards the expected outcomes. 
Evaluation The process of determining to what extent educational objectives are actually 
being realized 
Evidence The ongoing process of making judgements and decisions based on the 
interpretation of evidence gathered through assessment. 
Goal 
Indicator 
Leadership 
Miss ion Statement 
Objective 
Outcome 
Practice 
Process 
School Assessment 
Plan 
Set of Indicators 
Stakeholder 
Strengths 
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:\ broad educational direction. 
One measure of the status of the standard An indicator must have the 
qualities of 
I being reliable and valid 
2. being measurable over time 
3 having policy implications 
4 being understood by a broad audience. and 
5 being acceptable to a broad audience 
The ability to motivate, lead, empower. influence, and direct others toward 
some action . Good leadership is facilitated through shared decision making 
and problem solving. 
A succinct statement of purpose focusing on students 
A desired result that can be expressed in measurable terms 
A statement of agreed- upon results for students or school performance as 
evidenced by muhiple indicators. 
The actual performance or application of what is advocated in principle 
A comparison of the standards achieved by a particular school with standards 
set by an assessment body 
A strategic plan for school initiatives, problem solving, priority setting, and 
decision making. The focus of the plan is on: 
• continuous improvement 
• the development of a collaborative culture 
• the development of staff and parent consensus for change 
• the identification of best practices (best practices are used as a 
standard by which all improvement is measured). and 
• the use of reliable information, data and analysis. 
A combination of indicators which, together, provide a description of the 
system 
Those people and forces with a stake in the outcomes of the school 
Those events, activities, processes, strategies, policies, and leadership 
qualities that contribute in a positive way to the overall school experience 
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\Veaknesses Those events. activities. processes. strategies. policies. and leadership 
qualities that require change 
(Government of Newfoundland and Labrador. ( 1995) School Assessment, Ensuring Qual it\· in 
Education) 
I. 9: Organization of the Thesis 
This introductory chapter provides the background to the study. which includes a brief overview of 
the school assessment process in the Province to this point in time. The purpose of the study and the 
research questions that the study addressed are stated Included are the limitations and delimitations 
of the study as well as the terms that need to be defined for claritication . Chapter II provides a 
revie\o.: of the literature on school asses~ment and school accreditation. The third chapter discusses 
the design of the study. including the methodology used to investigate the research questions 
Chapter I\' provides an analysis of the data and the findings of the study Chapter V summarizes 
these findmgs and makes recommendations for funher study 
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Chapter 2 - Revie\\' of Related Literature 
Section 2.1: Definition of School Assessment 
In addressing the desire to change the province's education system to make it more effective and 
productive. the need for a focused approach to quality improvement is evident School assessment 
is an approach to educational reform that has grown from school improvement research to allow for 
a more focused approach to quality attainment. This thesis will investigate this current reform 
initiative in schools in Ne\vfoundland and Labrador 
School Assessment focuses on quality assurance and operates within the confines of a quality 
framework A memo sent to principals of the Vista School District on December 4. I ()97 from Dr 
P Cull speaks to this 
.\c:hurJI .-hses.wm!lllts n n •ntrnl c:omponent of a comprehen.'>IVe qualrt:L· assurance and accounrahtlin· 
(rnnu.'work for eclucatwn m rhts dtstrtct The proce.,:v sub.'iunre.'i the tradlfwnal schooltmpro\"C:mc:nt 
process ancl ncJcl,· a structurr:cf. s~.-·stemattc approach whereb_,,. assessment of a schuul \ · 1.:~.-·e/ of 
performance ts measured agmnst a set of applted standards. 
(Cull. P. Personal Correspondence. December 4, 1997) 
ln its simplest form. school assessment is a process of monitoring, evaluating and implementing 
plans to address perceived weaknesses and strengths of the school (Government of Newfoundland 
and Labrador. I ()95. p 3) lt is a process designed to enhance the quality of education within the 
province It involves a periodic evaluation of school activities and seeks independent judgement of 
achievements. The school, through an internal committee consisting of staff, parents and where 
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appropriate students. are expected to meet a set of provincial standards as outlined by pertbrmance 
on criterion referenced tests (CRT's), The Canadian Test of Basic Skills (CTBS). and other 
indicators. and develop plans to meet or exceed them. 
As written m the document published by the Department of Education. "Sc:hool Assessment: 
t~·nwnng (Jua/ay m ~~-ducat ion . .. the standards that schools are expected to meet are based on what 
is considered .. good practice in schools" (p. 2) The purpose of school assessment is to 
11nsure that ..:choo/s meet local and provlllcml sumclarcl..; wlllr rt!spect tu the mtt:llectual. 
human. mew/. career development. anclspecwl needs ofstuclents. thf! sclwol feadf!rshtp. the 
school cltmate. the school adnum:uratwn. and the relatwnshtp ll'llh the CCimmuntf\ · 
ensurt.: thm parents are mformecl ahout. contrthute to and are sallsfiec/u·alt t/11: progre...:., of 
rltetr .w:hools. one/ 
as.,tsl •nth the rmgr11ng school tmprovemenl process 
(Government of Newfoundland and Labrador. 1996. p. 2) 
The provincial Department of Education provided a broad description of a process for educational 
reform to the school districts Personnel units were allocated to school districts that implemented 
the 
reform initiatives. Individual school districts were free to choose whether to proceed with this reform 
or not. or modify the process to suit the district's own perceived needs 
One of the districts that has taken a lead role in this reform movement is the Vista School District, 
which has developed a school reform model that it has entitled "School Development'· and which 
:w 
is similar to the process proposed by the pro\·incial government. The School Development Model 
has drawn partially from school assessment. but also draws from other models currently utilized in 
other nations. The Comer School Development model from Yale University has marked similarities 
to the Vista model. Being very similar in philosophy. the Vista School District model operates under 
three basic premises· ! Where schools ought to be·1 2 Where Schools are" 3 How to bridge the Gap 
between the two" (District Memo - Vista School District. 1997. "School Assessment and its 
relationship to School Improvement") 
The remainder of this chapter examines the literature related to the rationale behind current reform 
initiatives and the current approach to school reform in the province. 
Section 2.2: Reasons for Reform 
Since the publication of the Royal Commission Report on Education (Williams et al . 1992). 
questions have been raised about the means by which the Department of Education. through the 
province· s schools, is addressing its own mission statement This statement being 
Our .\ltssum ts ro prcwtcle an affordable. lugh qualm· l!duc:atton w Newfoundlanders and 
l.ahraciortans so that the~ · are ahle tu ac:qum:. tlrmu~h ltji: hm~ learnmg. the knowledge. sl.:tlls. and 
\'Oiues nece.uan· (r() personal growth and clevelopment o{.,Dctet\•. 
(Government of Newfoundland and Labrador. 1998 pi) 
The public expects a great deal from the schools of this province. More is being demanded of them. 
As stated by Diana Lam, Superintendent of the San Antonio Independent School District, ··what 
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is non - negotiable are higher expectations and increased student achievemenC (Richardson, t9<n. 
p . I) 
The need for reform in the school system was delineated in Williams et al ( 1992) 
/he ( 'ommrssltlll heltcn!s that chtlclren nm.w he challcn~t'cl tc1 renc.h en•r l11glter standard" To 
rcalt:t: mn· rrc:11· 1'/.,tcm of educatwn. the ecluc:nltun -~~·stem ax If ncHr e:crst.' m \ ·ellfimndlmrcl ancl 
f.ahroclor must he changed But thts change cannot stmp/~· he mandatee/. ll must c:cmte from deep 
•rttlun the eclucntwn .wstem tlse/f Tile change process has a/read\· he gun The ( 'ommrs.>otcm hdll!\•es 
rt.' rule to he one ofshapmg and directmg the tmerg\· whrch ts a/reacll; 1mrkm!! rfl tht• .w:'>tem 111 order 
thor /It'll 'rructun:.' mm· he de:·agnecl fur the her~ejit of all 
(Williams et a!. 1992, p. 203) 
\:umerous references speak to the need to reform education in the United States. Britain. Australia. 
and virtually every Canadian Province. The political demand for reform of school systems is present 
in most nations. the only major differences being largely limited to that of pace. style and method 
(Hargreaves and Hopkins. 1994. p. 21 ). The need for reform led the United States congress to pass 
the< it wls 2000: l~·ducale A menca AL'I that outlined the purpose of school reform in that country. The 
opening statement of purpose 
T'o 1mprm·e lenrnmg and teachmg b_v provtclmg a nmwnal .framell'ork /(1r educatwn refomt: to 
promote rht• re,canh. crmsensus huilcling. ancl .\"\.·.,·tenuc cltcmges neeclecl w en:>ure eqwtah/e 
aluc:atwnal opporrumtres and htgh levels of educmmnal achte\•emettl j(1r al/ ... ruclenh: to pruwcle a 
framework fnr re auclwrt=mwn of all Federal educatwn programs; to promote the cle\·elopment and 
aclopttnn of a\ ·oluntar\· natrnnal .wstenr ofsktllstandarcl,· and certljicatwnx: and j(1r other purpuses. 
.. 
.,.., 
(http .'/wwv .. · ed gO\-/Iegislation/GO.-\LS2000.TheAct/intro html. May II. I gqg) 
Fiscal realities dictate that. in a climate of restraint. reforms must involve much more than simply 
spending more money That approach has proven w be economically unsound and ineflective at 
best Well-thought out strategies that hold school systems accountable and address concerns within 
the system are required Many present reform strategies have borrowed from the world of busmess 
and encourage a more sensitive consideration of the diems. in this case the general public· s needs 
To this end. Dempster et al \\Tote 
( ln!r the past clt:c:ade gm·erttmt:llt.\ lfllllllll\. If ·1!.\tt'rfl clcnwcrac:Jes han: been fnc:eclu·llh cmKt'rrls un·r 
mcreaxmg clrnm_, em till: puhi1L pursl! cclll.\l'cl h 1 h urgl!umng educ:ntmnal e:rptmcliture (Ffught• \. I') r; ::. 
!' ~ J. . It the same tm11: the\.: hm·e he en llflcnn\'lnct!tlthnt mcreased funding ha:> heen translatt:clllllo 
rmrrm·elill!nt 1n swclent t~utcomt:s from tht· ,·chnolmg \\".\"tl!m. . Is a re.,·u/1. a numher o( u ·estern 
gul 't:rnmr:nts unclt!r rite uillucuc t' u/l'Crlllomrc rat1mwlrsts lim·!! sough/ wavsto ensure that _,cJiw,J, 
are nuuft: mort! nc:c.uuntnhll! (i1r n-hnt rlrn du To c/o .\11 . the_~ · have taken lessons frum prn·atL' 
entt:rprtxe and adopted corporatl! mnnagerwfl.,·r apprcwche_,. to public sector management rl )emp.w~:r. 
I !JI) I : f..:mght . IIJ90J The.,·c hus/llL'-"·' ·· c.Pmmeroaf om/ mdustrtal approach e.,· to o~nm:atwnnf 
11/(lflel_l!cfllttnt clttmcmcl that autlrortl\ nne/ rt•.,prmsthiltl\ ht: clt•\·ull·ttcl c:losl!r til the work stll' w• that 
t:mplol.:el!s are made mure re.,JWfl.\"ll't! tu cftent neecf.,- u·alun !Itt' framework of corporate _,·trategtc.-
plans 
(Dempster et al, 1994, p 25) 
The need and desire to reform schools are evident The public demands a high quality system that 
operates on sound principles. The question of reform then shifts to one of how best to serve the 
children and protect the public interest. The crux of the argument is whether to move toward reform 
., .. _ _,
that develops from within the organization or to legislate retorm As Glickman ( I C)C)O) writes. 
··From excessive freedom to excessive control, the pendulum has swung, but it's possible to create 
a new balanced center of change·· (p 38) 
ln this Province, the question of how to effectively reform public institutions 1s not a new 
phenomenon lndeed, across the nation, assessment of public instititutions has become common 
place Public institutions are expected to deliver high quality services ln the early I C)C)Q's, the 
Province unden.vent a review process in which all public programs were subject to review The 
questions of what was desired by the public, what the institutions were delivering to whom. and if 
programs could be improved, were asked All ofthese questions were examined within the fiscal 
parameters of the Provmce A number of programs that were not cost effective were changed or 
eliminated 
The Province has decided to adopt an approach to reform consistent with the principles of continuous 
monitoring and evaluation with the intended outcome being the attainment and maintenance of 
prescribed standards The accreditation model of British Columbia is similar in intent yet does differ 
considerably in the application of the process. 
" 
Section 2.3: School Accreditation in British Columbia «DC) 
2.3.1: Pro\·incial Context 
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The BC Public School Accreditation Program has been in place since the 1920's. in one form or 
another (Province of British Columbia 1997) Since 1994. the program required the involvement of 
all public schools Previously. only secondary schools were involved 
The program has been reviewed several times These reviews have allowed the provincial Ministry 
of Educat1on ro gather information that could be used to modifY the program The most recent 
changes \vere mtroduced in the fall of 1998. (Province of British Columbia, 1997) 
2.3.2: Goals of Education 
The goal of the accreditation program is to ensure that, .. all youth have the opportunity to obtain high 
quality schooling that will assist in their development as educated citizens" (Province of British 
Columbia 1997) The objective is to have a system that meets the expectations and standards for a 
high quality education system Core elements and attributes have been identified by education 
partners The accreditation program is setup so that BC ' s schools are continuously working toward 
meeting established standards. 
The accreditation program steers all schools in the province to operate and work within the confines 
of the 1\itinistry · s mission statement, which reads as follows 
The purpo.'ol! of the Hruah ( 'o/umh1a sehoul s\·.wem IS to t•trahle all learner.'> to cle\·clop thc1r 
md1ndua/ pmenual .mel to acqmrt· tht• kmm1ec~l!l.!. sk11/ am/ auuudt•s needed lfl contnhutc tu a 
health\·. clemoc:rattc. and plttroilsttc \flc:/1.!1\ . ancla pro .... {'t',.llliS mulsustamah/e ec:rmm11\· 
(Province of British Columbia I Q97 p I) 
The mission statement outlines the context in which all schools in the province are expected to 
operate To focus school efforts, goals are outlined in the accreditation policy(Appendix B). and 
tnclude the areas of intellectual development. human and social development, career development. 
pnnciples of learning, and attributes of the public school system (Province of British Columbia 
1997. p ~) 
2.3.3: The Accreditation Program 
2.3.3. 1: Purpose of Accreditation 
The goal of the accreditation program is to ensure that schools are continually examining their 
progress Its purpose is to examine where they are and \vhere they have to be with respect to agreed 
upon standards of quality schooling Any discrepancies between the two are addressed through the 
formation of action plans. These plans will form a bridge to help close the gap. The purpose of the 
process is to 
l!n,·urtt sc:hvo/s contmua/h· e:ramlflt•. uuprol-c alief rt:port on tlrl!lr growth and achlf:vement m 
n:fatwn to the guai.HJjeducatwn. the prmc1p/1!s o_(learmng. the attrthutesofthe puhlic school s\·stem 
ancl select _feature.'> of qualuy schools agrttecl upon bt: eclucntmn partners 
(Province of British Columbia. 1997 Pg. 3) 
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The aim of the accreditation program is to ensure that British Columbia schools are 1mpron:d 
through: 
• ensurmg that sc:ltcmls examme and t:\'aluate tlretr progress rn re/atltm to the A.cc.:rcclrtallnn '"f''C:.'. 
• ensurmg that .•c:Juml." rrunclt• an ennrcmment ll'herehy _,·tuc/ents twlu•rt• apprnprtat,•J . r•nre111' nrrcl 
sto{l"arc ac.:/11"1! partu:tpants m examuung. f!\'aluallng and plannrng fi•r schcm/ tmprun•mctlf cmd ctf.,, 
Im·o/l·ed mall aspects ~J{the accrecbtatwn process: 
• prm·ulmg n framell'ork nml gutcldmes ((I .mpport the sehoul's ax,·es.wnent pr(Jct: ..... , .. 
• en,·unng thar schoCJ!s ltan: n strategy {c1r c:ortttmwus tmpruvement mcludecl !h part of the ,., hued 
gn m·th plan. nne/ 
• ,·nlulatmg the pruc.t'.'-"· Jim/mg.,· nml recmltntenclatwns of the school through an e:r:ternaf reneu 
(Province of British Columbia. 1997 Pg. 3) 
2.3.3.2: Accreditation Cycle 
The accreditation program involves a continuous development oft he school through a six year cycle 
Once. during the six year cycle. the school is subjected to evaluation conducted by way of internal 
and external reviews. While involved in this phase of accreditation, the school is required to prepare 
an internal report that reflects the school's examination and analysis of the accreditation topics 
outlined in the policy manual (Appendix C) 
When the internal examination is complete, a draft school plan that addresses the issues and concerns 
arising out of the review is written The plan includes strategies that will be implemented to 
improve on areas identified during the review phase Then, an external team visits the school and 
reviews and evaluates the school's self assessment process. Following this review, the external team 
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recommends whether the school should be accredited The final School Growth Plan \\'ill be 
\.Hitten after the external report has been completed 
Between external reviev.:s, School Districts are to ensure that schools do not stagnate Schools are 
expected to implement. review and report on their progress in addressing the issues and concerns 
outlined in their school growth plan. ln subsequent years. schools are expected to gather data on an 
ongoing basis to assess their performance and prepare for the next planning cycle. (Appendix D) 
Accreditation is a process that involves the cooperation and contribution of many members of the 
school community (Province of British Columb1a I CJ97 p 4) For the process to be successful. all 
members of the school community must participate in the process including 
• .\flnwn· 
• School Otstrtcl 
• 7he .'·iupermtendenf of~'chools 
• Prtnc:tpal 
• Fhe .\'ta!J 
• l'arenls and Siuclents 
• Commumfl..· 
(Province of British Columbia. I 997. p 5) 
.-\11 members of the local school community. including parents. staff. and students (where 
appropriate). are expected to participate in all aspects of the school accreditation process 
2.3.4: The Accreditation Process 
2.3.4.1: Overview 
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The school accreditation process in British Columbia is designed such that there IS a series of 
activities that focuses the school's efforts to improve the quality of education for students Dunng 
the six year planning cycle schools are expected to undergo an annual self assessment that includes 
a review of its goals and objectives (Province of British Columbia. 1997 p. 9) 
During the year of the external review. a more extensive examination is completed which results m 
a school growth plan The external review follows . Each of the phases is formally reported on It 
is the responsibility of the board to ensure that each school meets the requirements of the 
accreditation program and completes an annual report. 
2.3.4.2: The Internal Report 
During the external review year. the school is expected to produce an internal report. The production 
of this report ensures that the school has engaged in thoughtful examination and has made attempts 
to identify areas of concern for the school Staff. parents and students are involved in the production 
of the report . Through continuous data collection. analysis and community involvement in this data 
gathering! interpretation exercise, a better picture of the school and its trends is determined . The 
internal report will include the following: 
• a \'/Sum far the school: 
• a sehoul and conrmumn: context: 
• the completed 'Record of t:wclence ·forms for each accreditation roptc: 
• dtstnhutwns and trencl,· of student and schrwl performance: 
• nn~· flthl·r toptc.s. enclence or clucumenlatwn tclentt.fh:c/ hy the .•c:lrool. 
• o '' It nul .f.!'""" rlt ('fan . ancl 
• clflc:um~:matum o( regular c.:cmrmuntcatum ancl rl'('flrtmg tr• pctrtm:r.• 
(Province of British Columbia 1997. pp . 10-11) 
Once a draft report is completed, it is forwarded to the district superintendent (District 
Superintendent is equivalent to the Director in the Province of Newfoundland and Labrador) for 
approval Once this approval is granted, the draft repon is forwarded to the board and external team 
for their review before their visit to the school. 
After the external team has had the opponunity to review and comment on the internal report. a 
tina! copy is completed The tinal copy takes into account revisions suggested by the external team 
The report is then senr. by the superintendent. to the Minister of Education. the school board. the 
parental adv1sory council. and the student council (where appropriate) The report will form the 
blueprint for the school's improvement activities over the following five years During this period. 
it will be revie\.ved and revised as necessary to guide annual school improvement activities 
The external review identifies how effective the school has been in its effons at maintammg or 
improving its performance as it pertains to the various accreditation topics The purpose of the 
external review is to 
• ,-alulat~: the mternal report. mcludmg the approprrateness c~( the 1!\'Hiencc chcJ.w:tt. 
• f!\'aluace the mc:lusn·ene.•." of the school's ongmng self as.,·essment prt~cex•·: ami 
• e\·aluace the appmpr~atc:llf!S.'> ofrhe school growth plan. 
(Province of British Columbia. 1997, p. 18) 
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The external review is conducted by a team of individuals which comprises the external team The 
proct!ss of selection begins at the district level \'lihich chooses. in consultation with the Ministry of 
Education. the chair of the external team. The external team chair then selects other members for 
the team. in consultation with the school and district The makeup of the team consists of parents. 
teachers. and administrators or district officers Students and/or Olher community members may also 
be included where appropriate This team \liill scrutinize the internal report so as to ensure that the 
school 1s \.,·orking towards improvement in accordance with the provincial policy. 
71te External Team wtl/ 
• as.,ess and e1·aluate th~.: sduml ·.,-mt,·rnal r~.:porl . ac:cr~.:dttallon proc~.:sx and ducumcntatum 
n.:sultmgfrom that prucess ftncluclmg the sc.lwol growth plan) ll.,·mg the stated crllerw j i1r 
the erternal report: 
• share a draft of as report ll'tlh the school am/the hoarcl hefore jinali=mg the report. 
• ,·uhmll a final report to tlte di.'i;tnct .'upcrmtcndntl and the mtrllster: as ll'f!/1 as all eclucatum 
pnrmers. and 
• recommend tv the mmtster ancl the ... upermtendent that the schuolts. or,_,. not. to be granted 
ac:creclilatum. 
(Province of British Columbia 1997. p 18) (Appendix E) 
2.3..4.3: Information and Evidence 
Each oft he accreditation topics are examined by the school with respect to .. Opponunities Provided .. 
and .. Performance lndicators" (Accreditation Policy. Ministry of Education. Skills and Training 
Province of British Columbia. 1997. p ll) lt is through the examination of these criteria that the 
school1s Judged All of the topics are to be addressed and the evidence collected must demonstrate 
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that the expectations are fulfilled . The evidence includes information about the opportunities 
provided by the school for addressing the topics. the effectiveness oft he opponunities, and the extent 
w which student performance demonstrates fulfillment of expectations (Accreditation Policy, 
Ministry of Education, Skills and Training. Province of British Columbia. 1997 p I I) 
Under "Opponunities Provided,. sections, key programs, strategies and activities used by the school 
to fultill expectations of the topics will be outlined. ··performance Indicators" outlines the key 
indicators that the school uses to judge its effectiveness in meeting expectations 
All evidence used to address each accreditation topic must meet cenain criteria. Information must . 
• he ohsen·ahle and descrthahle: 
• he hroacl hosed and repre.,·entaflve of the school (tt·here appllcableJ rather than reflectmg 
mdn·ulual dasses or -.rudent projects (u·hen student outcome ... are usee/. reslt/1.\ fur all 
students must be mc/udedJ: 
• where\·er pusstble, .... how trf!nds: 
• wherever posstble. ·'·how dtstrtbutwns: 
• fulh: repre.o;ent thf! sehoul\· efforts and prugress m prln:tcling access anc/ upportumttt:sji1r 
all studf!nt.,· ru learn. and 
• be dtspla.ved ustng the "Record of Evidence 'form. 
(P.rovince of British Columbia 1997, p. 12) 
The 'Record of Evidence' form allows schools to systematically record the evidence that is gathered 
(Appendix F) 
2.3A.4: The School Growth Plan 
The culmination of the data gathering and documentation is the development of the school grO\a.-th 
plan The plan outlines the means by which the school will address the issues and concerns as they 
relate to the accreditation topics_ This component of the internal repon outlines the strategies of the 
school to improve school performance Long range strategies address the concerns about the school 
as evidenced by the analysis of pertinent data The school growth plan provides a framework for 
contmuous improvement during the accreditation cycle It is reviewed on an annual basis so that 
modifications can be made as needed . 
The School Plan includes 
• an mtroductton u-htch prm·tdes a rcwrmalc filr selc:ctwn o{ttemsfor inclu.,·mn tn tht: ·"'c:lw,f 
C iruu·th Plan . 
• gonl(sJ related to the .·lc:c:reditntum Toptcs. 
• .'pecrfic objt:ctrn:s u·hrc:lt the: _,·c:hool has ulellfr{iccl to aclclres.,· each goal. 
• tdentrfrcatwn of-~ta{[ parent. _,fllclent m-s~:n·rc:t· trmmng neecl": 
• strategres the school mtenc/_,· tfl u_,-~: to meet the estahltshl.!d ohjectn•es: 
• ulenufrcncrun of the resource.,- neeclecl to meet the ohjectn·es. 
• an est/mate of the total co.'\t to meet the ohp:c/1\'f!S. 
• tdenllfrcatwn of the personf.'i) r~: .,ponsthle filr thl! a.nrgnecl task.'i: 
• target dates for tire hegmnmg one/ c:omplettrm of the ta_,·ks: 
• a schedule of re\·rcw clatcx: 
• rndtcators ofsuccess tv ulenttfi: that the uhjt:Cttn:_,. hm·e heen reached: 
• an e\·a/uatwn of progrc.n mad£• towarcl,-mt:t:IIIIX rite: ohJc:c:ltn:s: and 
• a cummumcatrun plan tu mform partners em prllgre_,-s ltl\l·nrcl'< schoultmprovement 
(Province of British Columbia. 1997, PP- 16-17) 
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Schools are expected to report on the evidence gathered annually to parents. students and the school 
board The purpose of this reponing is to inform those parties on the status of the school with 
respect to improved performance as it pertains to the accreditation topics. achievement and/or 
revisions of the school gro~th plan. and to communicate progress on School Improvement to 
partners (Province of British Columbia. 1997, p. 17) 
Follmving the completion of the external report, a recommendation about accreditation is made If 
the accreditation status is granted. the school begins the next six year cycle. lf accreditation is not 
granted. an additional external review will be conducted the following year This additional review 
means that the school is required to draft an additional internal report for review by a second external 
team 
2A: Supporting Literature for Accreditation 
Accreditation is defined as '"the process by which an organization grants approval to an educational 
institution" (Fioden. 1980. p. 3 5 as cited in Gray, 1989. p. 41 ). This granting of approval is a core 
component of the British Colombia Ministry of Education's plan to hold its province 's schools 
accountable 
If governments. and those charged with administering the schools, are to ensure that high standards 
are both maintained and built upon. a system of school improvement that addresses all facets of the 
school community must be implemented Goodlad ( 1984} writes, .. ... . efforts at [school] 
improvement must encompass the school as a system of interacting parts, each affecting the others·· 
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(p 31) The accreditation process in British Colombia seeks to meet Goodlad's directive in that the 
Accreditation i\todel encompasses the school Community as a \vhole 
Good lad ( 1984 ). upon competing his study of the quality of education in North American schools. 
challenged educators to build systematic mechanisms for improving schools Of core imponance 
to the school improvement process is the notion that the process must begin with a careful analysis 
of the \'.·hole school with all of its various elements (Gray. 1989. p 41 ). This theme is present in the 
accreditation process as schools are required to examine the school in its entirety to ensure it is 
meetmg the guidelines set out by the Ministry 
This gathering of evidence, as outlined, serves to focus efforts on improvement for the school. Such 
a focus ts needed in order to keep the school on track and to ensure that the school's bid to improve 
is in line with ministry objectives. The need to focus and gather information is delineated by 
Good lad ( 1984) as he writes : 
.\'dwof., du not routmch· gather such mji1rmatwn. Cnlll they do. mrprm·ement ejJc1rts are ilke(v to 
he unji1c:ussecl a~~el at best. on(v moderatelv successful ..... tits clifficult to em·tsmn a school's .'ita./!. 
students and rarl!nls proceeding systematrc:allv to create new crrcumstancc.' m thetr school without 
tht: m ·mlahtlttv o.f.,·reciflc data on its present ccmdwon rp. 19J 
(Goodlad. 1984. p. l9) 
With the necessity for a structured approach to improvement of schools established. it is crucial that 
the school develop a picture of its goals The accreditation process is a means by which schools can 
formulate and design a map to reach the goals of meeting standards set out by Ministry guidelines 
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lt is very difficult to reach a destination without knowing the route to get there The accreditation 
process provides the compass and the map 
The entire accreditation process appears to be centered around the concept of increased 
accountability in British Colombia schools. Taylor and Hill ( 1993 )claim that there are 
fundamentally two ditferent approaches to accountability: quality assurance (QA). and Total Quality 
Management (TQM) TQM is concerned with ··customer focused organizational improvement 
achieved through the activities of groupings of employees at various levels within the structure·· ( p 
21) These authors make the case that the goal of TQM is improvement whereas for QA it is 
etTectiveness QA is geared and designed such that external stakeholders are given guarantees about 
outcomes Under this system. organizations (schools) are made to account for the resource use and 
to ensure that it is within the guidelines set by those providing these resources. in this case 
government The focus is on the value given for the provision of resources, and on effectiveness and 
efficiency The accreditation model adopted by British Colombia adheres more closely to the 
principle ofTQM as it emphasizes school improvement by all those in the organization (Gray and 
Maxwell. 1995, p 120) 
Reform initiatives are unlikely to succeed without the suppon of those directly involved in the 
implementation of the reforms (Lieberman. 1995 p 8) ln British Colombia, funding is provided 
for purposes of self assessment and implementation of growth plans. Funds that the British 
Colombia government targets for school accreditation are not to be spent elsewhere. ln addition, to 
ensure the involvement of teachers and, thus to promote ownership of the process by teachers. 
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external teams are commonly composed of fifty percent teachers These teachers often see their role 
\\•ithin the process as being a colleague who will share perceptions as opposed to being an extension 
of the inspectorate dispatched by a central administrative office (Gray and Maxwell, 1995 p 121) 
As a resuh of these features of accreditation. it is being perceived as a school improvement as 
opposed to a school evaluatory exercise (Gray and Maxwell, 1995 . p 121) Yet. there is a degree of 
external accountability that the school must maintain 
Accreditation. in British Colombia, has progressed from the original Inspectorial Model. The 
changes in the traditional accreditation paradigm towards a transformational evaluation exercise, in 
\.\ htch collaborauve negottation is a key component, have come as a result of the interaction of a 
number of philosophical standpoints. These are: 
• r:mphos1.,. on school1mprovement ancl.,·cJwol effr:ctll't:m:ss resultmg m a more pronounced ··actwn 
nr/L'fltotwn ·· to the accredllatwn model 
• The clt·t ·t!lopment of an mterna/ asses.mrentteam model ji1r conclucllng an mternal analvx1x with th1.,. 
ream compoxed of both teachers and adnunr.wrators. 
• The rnc:reasmg efforts by the schools sy.o;tem to rnvulve parents m meamngful deu.,.tun makmg 
• The Jcmtlulatwn of the external team as a shared venture with .-.chool level mput and greater 
reprr:sentatwn ofschoo/ adnunrstrator.v and teachers on these teams. 
• The shift m emphasr.-; from summati\·e judgement to for,atrve a. ... wstance pruwded to the sehoul by 
the external team. 
(Gray. 1992. p I 1) 
The current model of school accreditation in British Colombia was developed by a working 
committee that involvt!d representatives tram stakeholders in the education system. including 
parents. students, school trustees. superintendents. principals. and teachers. The invol\·ement of 
stakeholders enabled the process to take into account the concerns of members of the school 
community,thereby improving the likelihood of a more successful program. 
The current approach in BC to accreditation addresses concerns about evaluation processes for 
schools by addressing the tollowing criteria 
I J <.'onstrucftl•txt . . 't'clwCIIs are ujf~recl the (Jpporwmn· w adapt an accredllatwn mudel Wmeer rhc:1r 
spec1jic needs and lht• "reailt\ ·· o{thc:1r tJia-n c trcumstances The: accredttatwn mu.o•t mal.:t· \'t!rtst· ,;,. 
tlte parttCipants In tin• umfL•rf. tuclgemc:ntl• rc:lawclttl · ,e~oflatecl" . .;ranclarcl,· ufu·hm the'' hcrt~l 
a11d the comnwmn· deem rmportant for tlrt: . .;tuc/,•nts 
~~ l'a/ues drn·en.· Tire 1!\'(Jiuatwn take' place ll'tthm the: framework of the prm·tncJal \·a!ut••· 
_(ramell'ork hut 1s aclapra/1/e to mcll\·tclual _,cJumlorgam=atwnal culture. 
3J ( ·onte:ctual~~- at1cl cui/Ura/1\· framed l~·ach scluwl ts collstclerecl a umque enliry u·tth the self 
assessment and the external assessnu:nt lmth makmgjuclgemem . ..: withm the context cifthe school·.,. 
operatwnal em·rronment l;.'valuatwns ahout prr1~ram effec:Un:ness are made tn l1ghr ofsharecl 
perceprums of enclr:nce u·ttlrtn the cu/tural,·alm·,·. c.rmstrmnt.\ and opportumttes aflordecl h .. · tht: local 
.JJ Stakeholder enfranchlsmg · The /9':F! accreclttatmn ptlot program estahfi.,·hes the centrnl 
tm·ol1·emenr of all .wakdlolclers m the school re\'lt:u·. mcluclmg pnrents and stuclems a . ..: actl\·e 
partners m the procl.!.'·'· In aclcltttun. the l.!:rternalteam ·_,.role IS one uf prol'tcltng the professwnal 
Cl.\ .\ISianc:e to the sc.huol rn the clen·lopmenr ul fl.,; •dum! wulr.: growth plan. Th1s ts an enahlmg 
actn·lf\'. not one of top- duwn dtrectwn. 
5, .I Clwn flrlt:ntl!d Tlu: prmmn· goal of the f!l'aluatwn ts the: procluctmn of a school grull'th pltm 
u·htc It cm,·rges lrum a c-tllt•gr~rt=atwn and prwrttt=atum o/tltt• schrml ·.,. strt:11gths a11d areas m nt•t•rl 
uj'tmprrwcmt:nl. The .~chut~l grcm·th plants ,\'UP(HJrtt:cl hy a S.J--1 per stutlt:nt granr from the .\fmtstry 
r1_{ /:'cluc;ntum uprm complel/oll rif il.'ii growth plan 7'he empha.ws has _,·ht_{tt:d {rom thl· a.•\.•l'-"-""'<'nl 
phase to th1• cn:attmt of Circumstance.•· to ensurt: (nl'rlll't:mc:nt. _,·upport. anti c-umflllllllt'lll tu foil"" 
through 
fJJ Rt:S(lt!CI.' rart/ctpant chgmn·· The evaluation and the produc:tum uf the .'\Chou! groll'tlt rlan , .. (1 
proet'-"·' nt•gotlntt:cl hc:tii'L'l'll thc: parllcrpants. The prugram -"''t·b· to act a.• n crlll.'iC:nsu• hllllclmg 
f'l'un•' ,. 111 orcil.:r to create: tlte _,-f1arecl percept ton and judgement of'the e:cistmg ,·c/wol culture and''"' 
1 t•totl u(u·here the school shoulci he cfzrecting llsfuturc: energies anc/ re.wwrces. 7Jus cie-emphn.,.,_, 
mr '1111111ratn·e ,.,·aluntwn (lffer.'\ the chance for a less threntemng ancl more: cltgnifymg profexsumal 
rroc. ''-"·' 
(Gray. I 992. p I I) 
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Schools have reported that the accreditation process is a positive means by which to engage in 
professional development for a school (Gray, 1994, p. 13) Accreditation reports are designed to 
encompass and provide an action-oriented school growth plan. As a result of this change, the 
following have been reported . 
Our accredllatwn mvof,•t•clthe enure staff. plus parents anc/ students in a ncm-threatemng process. 
It rt·mfiJrcecl staj]' c:uhesll·eness ancl provided a [arum for clrscusswn of tssues that may not have 
othenwsc: occurred. .. (Rrent Kenned_\-· Elementary -School Dt.fll'lct 5 (.\'elsonJ 
.lccredl{atwn helpeclschool fl:am butlclmg. It tmprovedourau-arenessofmany tssues. mclrulmg thc: 
tclc:nfl ficatwn o{stn:ngrh.' . am/ a/lou-eel us to{iJcus on the xchoo/'s [ulllrt! drrectwns .. f.'ialmun . I rm 
ll'esl 1~·/c:mt!ntan· - .'\'cluud IJrstru.:t '<Y tShuswap1 
(Gray. 1994, p 13) 
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School accreditation in British Colombia has shifted from an emphasis on accounta!Jility to an 
emphas1s on the development of school grO\\lh plans Under the current accreditation model. 
schools are empowered to develop their 0\'<n plans to address the deficiencies identified in the 
imernal examination process (Gray. 1994) 
As the program revolves around a holistic examination of the school. the likelihood of success 1s 
increased Educators ··get a sense of how the whole organization is contributing to student learning .. 
(Gray. 1994. p 14) Having all facets oft he school community involved in the examination ensures 
a thorough and complete examination of the school. All stakeholders are involved and can take 
ownership of the process As a secondary benefit. it provides a means by which all stakeholders can 
be exposed to all parts of the school As a result. they may grasp a deeper understanding of how the 
\·anous components of school life contribute to the overall functioning of the school 
School Accreditation demands that the school remain focused in its drive to improve. Quality 
indicators of performance are gathered by the school in light of Ministry guidelines This focus 
enables the school to remain on track during the process The destination is known. now the school 
needs to map out the road to get there (Gray. 1994) 
School accreditation in British Colombia provides a means by which schools can continue to 
improve in order to meet Ministry guidelines and standards. The schools can design their plans to 
address identified needs but the schools are expected to meet the established standards for 
accreditation The examination by an external team will determine if the school has or has not met 
them The granting of accreditation means that the school has met the level for this round . Yet the 
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process does not stop there. After Accreditation has been granted the school merely enters the next 
phase of continuous improvement. 
2.5: School Assessment in Newfoundland and Labrador 
2.5.1: Introduction 
In the public sector. assessment is not new Arrangements for inspection of numerous public 
organizations has become commonplace in our society. The general public is demanding that a 
system of accountability be in place to ensure that the programs being offered by public institutions 
are done so in an efficient, effective, and fiscally responsible manner. 
In Education this tradition of accountability is not a novel idea. Early in the Province· s education 
system, school inspectors would regularly visit schools to ensure that the school was maintaining the 
standards expected of it Changing philosophies lead to elimination ofthe School Inspector program 
in the fifties and sixties. The system has come somewhat full circle as education systems are facing 
increased demands for public accountability. The School Assessment Model has been adopted to 
try and satisfy public demand for a better system of accountability for the province's schools and. 
at the same time, promote quality of education for students. 
A solid argument can be made that the single most important issue in education is quality 
(Government of Newfoundland and Labrador. 1995) Educators in the province are constantly 
challenged tO develop new means of quality assurance. ln order for such initiatives to be successful 
the entire school system that has to grow and improve Addressing small portions of the school will 
not work since schools are not collections of departments. Schools are collective systems that 
' 
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function together Efforts to retorm schools need to address the whole school and not sections of 
it. 
2.5.2: Purpose of School Assessment 
··school Assessment is viewed as a central component of a comprehensive quality assurance and 
accountability framework for education in this province"(Government of Newfoundland and 
Labrador, 1995) The maintenance and improvement of quality in the education system is the 
implicit goal of the process It is felt by the provincial Department of Education that the School 
Assessment Model does have the potential to impact in a positive fashion at the school level. 
School assessment provides a framework in which schools can assess their individual level of 
performance against a set of locally and provincially applied standards (Government of 
Newfoundland and Labrador. 1995) -It allows for schools to assess where they are in relation to their 
intended goal. This determination of the intended goal is a function of the School District's Strategic 
Plan Continuous improvement to bridge the gap between the two is the intended result of the 
process This sentiment is clearly outlined by the Department of Education as they state 
lht· purpu.\'1! of the ..... c:houl .·hses.wnl.'nl program m thts pronnce '·" w : 
• enxure that xchools meet or e:rceed educatum standard,· wtth re.,pecr trr 
• the mwllectual. human and social, and career de1·r!lopnrent of\tudcnts. 
- the .w:rvtces and need" of.-.tudent ... with Hienttjied .'Opec:10/ need": 
- the mstruawnalmethods and pracltces of teachers: 
- the leatlershtp n·ttlrm the school: 
·the schcwl cltnrate and culture of the school: 
- the relmwnshtp herween the school and its communi~v: and 
·the ac/nrini.~tration and management o{tht: schflol. 
• en. .. ure that .w:hcmls are en~a~ecl m an ungomg planmng pruc:es.'> htghltghrecl h\·. 
• guals(directions they u·ant to mm•eJ 
-ohjecti1•es (target.,· they u·antto allainJ 
-measures rho~t·they u·tll ktrou· tfthe.\· hm·e allatned themJ 
- strategtes (11·hat they plan 111 cloJ 
-action plans (how they plan tCJ c/o 111 
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• ensure that schools are gutclecl hy a comprehensn·e. long-term. e:rternal~v l'alidated !U:ItotJ/ 
growth plan; 
• emure that parents ancl others c:cmcernecl ahout the quality of educatwn are mformed ahout. 
conrribute to and are .mtisfied u-tth the prugre.~.,-. achle\•ement. and effictenc_·l: of thetr 
schools: 
• define good practices anc/ II'Orkmg moe/d ... {c" ... chools 
(Government of Newfoundland and Labrador. 1995 p. 2) 
2.5.3: School Assessment Model 
The Newfoundland and Labrador School Assessment Model revolves around the principle of 
continuous growth and development. It is a cyclical model that is broken into five basic steps, 
namely 1) mission. 2} needs assessment, 3) strategic objectives, 4) strategies, and 5} implementation 
feedback . (Government of Newfoundland and Labrador. l99S . p. 5} The first time a school is 
involved in the process would require it to undergo a pre-planning stage. (Appendix G) 
The Province· s School Assessment Model also involves six basic elements. These elements include: 
I) pre-planmng. whtch mc/udes setting t1me frames. identi.fving .ttlakeholders. and buildmg structure .... 
processes. and _,·upports: 2) development of a mission and belie/statements. wh1ch .\pel/ out what ts 
tmportant: 3J complt!ttmt (~(a comprehf!nsn·c orgam:mmnnl reweu·. wh1ch n . ..:.,·tmrh/cs <''riL'n.,·nT 
11~/(,rmntmn ahout tht! _,dum/ and tcltmtt/it·..: organr:atwnal pnllerns. _,·trenS!Ihs. and challt.·f15!t' ' · a11el 
f!Xfernal trends: ~~ creatwn of a t•tswn ji1r rJu· .•chuol. u·htch tnclucle.,· the estahlishme111 ofprt,rt/11:.' 
a11d stralegtes that . ..:pel/ out what ts possrhle and achlet·ahle M'llhm the.frameK'ork ancl re.,·ourc:t•s of 
thl! school and the dew:lopmenr of a sclwol grou·th plan: jJ an external vabdmum u{ the 
orgam:atiuna/ re\•teu- and scJroo/ growth pltm anci6J mtplemelllation. monitoring. and f!t·a/um~em 
of the school growth plan. 
(Government of Newfoundland and Labrador. l995 . p. 5) 
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In order to ensure that the external assessment \.Vas carried out as intended in the 1995 pilot project. 
the Department ensured that the members of the external team were appropriately trained The 
Department does not carry out this role at present. (Cull P . Personnel Correspondence . October 30. 
[993) 
2.5.4: Organizational Review 
In order for a school to move forward and make plans for improvement of the school system. it is 
cructal that a school determine not only its target but also where it currently sits in relation to the end 
goal By establishing what the school's status is at present. effective planning can begin to bridge 
the gap between what is and what is desired . The School Assessment Model is designed such that 
it is a focused drive towards educational excellence lt focuses on the needs of the school that are 
established as a result of the organizational review. This is a marked deviation from the School 
Improvement initiative that was the precursor to this reform initiative That process lacked focus 
and. at times. did tend to concentrate on wants as opposed to needs. ( Cull P .. Personnel 
Correspondence., October 30, 1998) The organizational review provides documentation that serves 
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to give evidence of established needs The Department of Education has identified the purpose of 
the organizational review· 
flu· purpust· n.f tht· "rgmrr:atumal ret·reu· 1st, C!:Cammt• the procc.,.w:s. prac:tuc,·. anti 11111c milt .. , 
actual II · oc.c:urrmg 111 the sc.lrr~ol m nrdt•r to deu:rrmne the school\· _,·trC!II_(!tlrs ancl tht· area.' nt·cdlllg 
dmngc Till' f;•cus ts mr tch:ntt.fnng opportumttes to enhance student lenrmng. The! urgam:aumwl 
renen· 1s umcluueclullll:mg the! mfi•rmatwn contamed m the sclwol and nmutrumtl· prolih•, 111 
u•mhmatulfl 111th till: _,,},,,, ., rt'Sfl''fi.'l'S fll a senes of crrlerta statemelll.\ ckstgrH•cl tu dem"n,trafl• 
whar rs gcneralh· e:r:peclt:cl to occur m xclwu/'s. 
(Government of Newtoundland and Labrador. l995 . p 7) 
2.5.5: The Self Assessment: 
As part of the organizational review. a school based group, known as the Internal Assessment Team. 
acts as a steering group The internal team is representative of the collective school body. and 
mclude the facilitators and organizers of the process at the school level This is not to say that it is 
only the internal team that is involved. All members of the school community including other 
teachers. parents. community members and students are encouraged to take an active role in the 
process Small sub committees with specitic mandates serve the process best The greater the lt:vel 
of participation by all members of the school community, the more likely success will be to achieve 
Once the self assessment has been completed and the school has identified areas of concern. 
preliminary plans are devised to address them. These plans are subject to the approval of district 
directors and the external Team who may require revisions may be required before the plans are 
implemented 
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2.5.6: External Review 
To ensure that the school assessment process is as objective as possible. a review of the process is 
conducted by a team external to the school This external team has an appointed chair and is 
responsible for validation ofthe school's assessment process It is the responsibility ofthis external 
team to determine if the assessment process at the school was valid and has produced plans that will 
address identified needs. The external team repons to the district after reviewing the school's 
assessmem process The role of external assessment is described as follows 
The t.:'l:tt.:rnal assessment con.wsts rif four c:ompcment.,· f I 1 \·a/~elatwn of the sdf-a ...... e.,·sment. f !1 
assessmc:11t of the outcomes and standard' acluew:cl hr the ... clwol. f3J asse.,·smenl uf the content. 
d1rect um and appropriatenes ... of the xchoo/ unprO\ ·ement plan. alit! t .JJ preparatwn uf a final report 
'!he .'ldwul .lssessment .\/anual for l::xternal Teams xers out the 'Pf!C:Ijic: reqUirements for ensurmg 
full cm·erage of all aspects of the sehoul·,. prunswn. u·ork. and achievements. Even· Aspect oftht: 
,·cJmo/1s to he assessed. Adherence to the ·"'chool .. f. ... w:s ... ment .\fanualwtll ensure comparahJ/rrv 
hetweefl a.,·.w:ssmc:nt.,· and a standard approach to repurtmg Therr: are many facwrs wh1ch will 
cletermme how the lime and efforts af the t:xrernnl team nrc ciirecrecl durmg /he perwclthe team 
~pencls m the school and in the commumn:. mcluclmg: 
• the sJ=t: of the team: 
• rht: (/1,1! /( has Ql•ailah/e far the \'l .'ill : 
• ti11.: ·'·l=e. npe and urganr::atwn u( the ·'·c.·h(lcJ/. 
• the nature ofthe .vchool's populatwn: and 
• the nature of parent and commumty mv(}/\'ement 
(Government of Newfoundland and Labrador 1995, p. 16) 
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2.6: Support for School Assessment 
School assessment is a central component of quality assurance in this province This process picks 
up where the initial school gro"'th initiative left off and adds to it a mechanism tor accountability 
The process ··subsumes the traditional school improvement process a~d adds a structured. systematic 
approach whereby assessment of a school 's level of performance is measured -against a set of applied 
standards" (lnternal Memo distributed to Schools in Vista School District December 4. I 997) 
2.6.1: E\'aluation 
In order to ensure that the process remains focused and addresses the attainment and/or maintenance 
of established standards. an evaluation component is necessary. Evaluation is defined as being. ·· 
an act of collecting systematic intormation regarding the nature and quality of educational objects .. 
( N evo. I 99 5 p I I ) There is little disputing the imponance of evaluation in educauon It ts through 
evaluation that progress can be measured . 
School assessment in this province involves evaluation of the entire school so as to ascenain where 
the school sits in relation to prescribed standards. The process of evaluation is intended to ultimately 
improve classroom learning The changing school climate with its emphasis on accountability 
dictates that evaluation is a key component in the functioning of the province's schools The 
challenge is to evaluate the school in such a manner that classroom instruction does improve. 
The process involves both an internal and external evaluation and thus ensures maximum validity 
The internal ponion of the evaluation has the advantage of providing a more conducive environment 
.. n 
tor formative evaluation. Being less threatening. it allmvs for participants to actively work towards 
imprO\·ement without undue stress over the consequences 
Yet. a summative component of evaluation is needed as well . As the process entails the attainment 
and/or maintenance of prescribed standards. there needs to be a process put in place that ascertains 
.. vhether or not these standards have been reached . External evaluation would best serve this 
function by minimizing bias and subjectivity The best means by which to evaluate all aspects of the 
school is to involve a combination of both external and internal evaluation This point is clearly 
made by \ievo ( 1995) as he writes 
. !nother reason for the need w combme tntt!rnal and exu:rnal eva/uatwn IS related 10 the specml 
cluwactertsltc:s of those two kmds vf e1·a/uatwn. Internal c1·alunrwn tt•fld.,.to be more xuhjecm·e and 
hw \t'cl. u·l11lt: e:rternal e~·aluatwn 1s ofr<.' ll pt•rcen·ed as a thn•at to the school. anclst1mulates dt!(enstl't: 
hehanur "-'teachers and acimmntrmor., IJII!relon•. rather them gc:umg a h1nsed per.,pecltl·c: frt~m 
rdtance cm~v on mternal evaluatwn. or .wrmulatmg a cltscoune of nccusarwns and apologu~.,· hy 
external el·aluallon. a more constructrve evaluatwn cllscour.'\e coulcl ht! ohtamecl b_1; comhmmg the 
/lm .\uc./1 a comhtnatwn can create n commumcall\'1! c1·a/uatum cltscourse - a dtalogue hetween 
rntc:rnal ancl e:r:ternal t!\'Oiuatrcm c:oncermng u-a\.·s tu mtprrn·e school.' 
(Nevo. 1995. p. 2) 
Evaluation forms the basis for making enlightened and productive dialogue about school 
Improvement By combining both internal and external evaluatory methods the school assessment 
process is engaging schools in a valid exercise for determining where they currently are in relation 
to their targets 
2.6.2: Empowerment 
By its nature. school assessment is an empowering process. Teachers are involved in the tormauon 
of the school" s action plans either directly or indirectly They are involved in the internal team and 
do have the opportunity to sit as the chair ofthis committee. Those teachers who are not members 
of this internal team are still involved in the process as school based sub - committees are central to 
the success of the model 
Allowing participants at the school level to play an important role is a key component of etTective 
reform Roy ( 1995) advocates site based management as a means of implementation and 
maintenance of reform in education She holds that such practices promote involvement and with 
this involvement comes greater dedication to the proposed reform. She writes ··Site based 
management promotes involvement. this involvement must be viewed as a means to an end . not the 
end itself' (p 18) Later. in the same article. Roy states .. Involvement leads to commitment .. (p 18) 
Her opinions on the necessity for grassroots input are clear, the more of this input that is present the 
more likely the reform is to succeed She writes: 
Chan~e ts more ltkt!l\· tu result11·lu:n the pt:ople must cllrectl\,· mvolved help create the xolutwn One 
uf the lessons learned ahout the pruces.,· of change and reform ts that teacher.,· neec/ lo he m\·o/,•ccl 
tn the pruce.,~,-- The commumenr to new tc/eas an,/ new classroom pracllces wr/1 not occur ~·llhour 
the mvolvement of the facultv memhers ·· 
(Roy. 1995. p 19) 
The sentiments expressed by Roy are echoed m many ways by Wheelock ( 1995) who maintains that 
reforms will not last or remain effective without the participation of stakeholders Wheelock writes : 
··research suggests approaches that define teachers as individual consumers in a marketplace of 
\vorkshops do not yield lasting change in school or student performance."(Wheelock. 1995. p. 25 ) 
If the reforms are to work. those individuals responsible for carrying out the reform initiatives need 
to be committed to the process_ The benefits of empowering teachers. as school assessment does. is_ 
supported by \Vheelock · s research on school reform in Louisville schools She found that students 
benefined from reforms that had such involvement. She writes. ""empowered teachers are nurturing 
more empO\o,;ered learners·· (Wheelock. 1995. p 31) 
Research suggests that not only must effective reform involve teachers. it must involve the school 
communitv tn general The generation of the school profile entails garnishing information from 
tcacht:rs. parents and students Such involvement means that these groups are an integral pan of the 
process Middleton. Smith and Williams ( 1993) make the point that this involvement is imperative 
if change is to occur Their study on the effective schools process in Columbus. Oh10 revealed the 
importance of broad community involvement. They wrote. ··collaboration among the school staff. 
parents, and the community would be essential for the total community to buy into the 
comprehensive change process" (Middleton, Smith and Williams. 1993. p 15) 
The process of school reform is a tenuous process that takes time. As such it is important that the 
policy makers responsible for initiating the change allow for a long term plan that does not expect 
1mmedtate solutions The avOidance of such ill-placed sentiments can be accomplished if members 
of the school community are involved with the process. By being involved they can develop 
reasonable expectations that will not cripple the process 
" 
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Community involvement is crucial to implementation and. more importantly. continuation of 
successful change initiatives. If the school is to examine what it is currently doing. as it would do 
during the internal review. all stakeholders should be involved (Hickman. 1988) School districts 
have been successful in implementing reforms and policies that have utilized members of the school 
community As an example of this process. Gorman ( 1990) is cited: 
The Cuntracr Comnullr:e dtd lis 1rork and m /9."(./ the flallfax Utstrtcl ,\,{:hem/ Buard.w:tup a Teac:lra 
f:)Jectll'eness Commillee made up Cl[ the Oirecwr and .·hst.,·tcmt LJ~rec:lclr of Educatwn: the: 
nmrclmators of elementar\'. jltntor htglr. nne/ .•·enwr htgh sclrools: a ... upen·t.mr: .wx: prmctpals: a htgh 
.'c. hoof clt:partment head: a representarn·e o{tht.• Haltjnx I )tslrtct o(rhe Xm·a .... ·cotta Teachers · { ·nwn. 
ancl a clas.,·rcJUm teacher. The commtttee ·_.. recommendatwns hecamt: school huard polic\'"' .\/en·. 
I ').'i(j It was requm:d that thiS approach he srartecl h\· all sc:hrwls m /9."1."1-89 (p. 185) 
The example illustrates the importance of including members of the staff and general school 
community m school reform initiatives School assessment in this Province has taken this one step 
turther than the preceding example. in that school assessment involves a broader school community 
Parents and students can be involved in generating the initial school profile. Their involvement will 
likely lead to changes that are accepted and supported 
Once the school profile has been compiled the school is responsible for identifying priority areas and 
designing action plans to address them. This notion of acceptance by involvement is one that 
Full an ( I qg 5. 199 I ) has expressed and the School Assessment process in the province of 
Newfoundland and Labrador has followed this view 
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The reasons for involving stakeholders at the school level reach beyond pacification of faculty Statr 
are involved not so that they can be involved but rather because it provides a more etrective means 
of implementing the proposed change Roy ( 1995 )states: 
Parttc1patory Dec1swn .\lakmg ,_,.not an encl 111 aselfhut rruher a means for a .\·chuolto acc:r~mpllslt 
more effective learmng and mstructum ii1r swdents. ) ·et. in manv ca:rex. 11 t .\· treated as tht• cl~:slrt•cf 
change ancl not as the l'f!hiC:Ie filr mrprm·ed .mtclentlearmng . . -lccordmg lU Glickman , I !Jl):!; tilt· 
reason for mvol\·mg staflts "not ... mrp/1· as an e.n:rc1se hut to establish a covenant to g111dc: fittllr£' 
dt:ctswns about goals .. \·taffing. scheduling. matermls. asses.,·ment. curriculum. staffc/e,•dopmem. ancl 
resource allocarwn .. rp J.IJ ( p 19) 
The school assessment initiative in Newfoundland and Labrador is structured so that Panicipatory 
Decision Making is utilized . The advantages of this approach are advocated in the literature 
T cachers are more appreciative and likely to adopt reform initiatives when their realities of 
classroom activities are taken into account . This point is referenced by Conca ( 1996) who wntes. 
"Evidence abounds that innovations are successfully implemented when the need for change is 
appreciated by teachers and when the particular existing realities of their classrooms are taken into 
account .. ( p 40) 
2.6.3 . Planning 
School assessment is designed so that schools can determine their standing in relation to prescribed 
goals. To bridge the gap, schools plan. This strategic planning allows the school to have a focused 
approach to broad school improvement. Strategic planning is defined as . •• a process and discipline 
which ... produces a plan characterized by originality. vision, and realism .. .. aimed at total 
-., ,_
concentration of the organization· s resources on mutually predetermined measurable outcomes" 
(Truscott, 1989. p. 12). The provincial Department of Education echoed this sentiment in its 
strategic plan. Readv to Learn Ready to Earn ( 1998). This document outlined the purpose of 
strategic planning as being to establish a general framework that could be used to guide future 
endeavors to improve education 
Planning is done to improve the quality of education through the management of innovation and 
change. (Hargreaves and Hopkins. 1991) According to Hargreaves and Hopkins ( 1991) four basic 
questions are asked during the process I) Where is the school now? 2) What changes do we need 
to make'> 3) How shall ""e manage these changes over time? 4) How shall we know \vhether our 
management of change has been successful" 
The school assessment process 1s very similar to the development planning cycle proposed by 
Hargreaves and Hopkins ( 1991) Similar patterns of data gathering, planning. implementation. 
evaluation and additional data ga!hering and evaluation are found . (Appendix H) 
The advantages of strategic planning are many It provides a template from which a school can 
operate in order to focus reform efforls. Hargreaves and Hopkins ( 1991) write: 
Oen!lnpment planmn~ 1s dex1gneclto alltm the .'\chao/ to orgamze. wah greater effic:tenc.T and 
succ.r:ss. 11s e-r1stmg program of cil!\'f!!upment and change. Becau.'•e tl prcmttses greater cuntrrJ/ over 
rhe uhujuttvus problem of 'mtw\·attrm o\·erload 'greatersucces.:nn makmg the changesactua/1\· work 
de\•elopment planmng f.o; worth serwu ... con.wcleratwn. ( p. 6) 
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A similar pattern of planning and address of identified needs is advocated by Dalin ( 1993) as he 
outlines a pattern of school improvement based on the same principle ofidentitied needs. prioritized 
goals and evaluation of action plans. Dalin 's ( 1993) lnstitutional Focus illustrates the importance 
of the planning process afier a large scale organizational review The advantages of this approach 
are 
• It ts tJu:on· hasc:cl and prm·ides a comprelrensn·c: a .... ,·c:ssment 
• It rrondc:.\ (/ hroncl clataha.w: and gtl'f!S n/J actor' a dumc:t• {tl prnnclc: data "" (IFI ~·qtll(\ " 
hast' 
• I r doc.umenrs strl'ngths and weaknesses o(rhc: .\·dum/ lndincluals clu ,,, nc:ecl ffl slick lhc:tr 
fll'c:k uu/ tv put sc:nstlll'e data on the table. ( p. 66) 
Plans at the initiation stage must be based on sound theory yet remain flexible enough to adapt to 
the local situation (Berman & Mclaughlin, 1976} lt is within this context oftlexibilitv that schools 
are allowed to de\·elop their own plans within departmental and district level guidelines Planning 
mvolves setting up a team to guide the innovation. The Internal Team referenced in the School 
Assessment Model serves that function. This team should consist of facilitators. users and other 
concerned persons Th1s team must be responsible for the early use of the innovation. including such 
important areas as establishing goals. identifying resources needed and available. determining the 
support mechanisms needed, determining the scope of the change. deciding if the change is realistic. 
and selecting early users Fullan ( 1991 )describes these functions as being concentrated in three 
areas relevance. readiness. and resources lt is clear that the task of the facilitation team is crucial 
ro the change. 
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The benefits oflong range planning abound. School assessment involves sening long term goals and 
stri~;ing to achieve them. Having a goal in mind helps to tocus the school improvement initiative 
.-\sayesh ( l993) reminds us that. ·'Plans can help schools maintain a clear tocus in times of stress 
instead of latching on to one bandwagon after another Planning provides a credible process tor 
sorttng through and evaluating new ideas and programs ·· ( p 13) 
The value of planning to school improvement initiatives such as school assessment was further 
supported by Gould ( 1991 ) She made the case that. with planning. school developers provide 
themselves \vith a blueprint that allows a guided and structured approach to quality generation. She 
,.,·rote ·· Strategic Planning provides a 'blueprint' for staff developers and can serve as a model 
process ti.lr school improvement projects addressing major educational and social issues ( p 18) 
2.6A: Accountability and Outcome Based Reform 
School assessment is designed such that schools are expected to \'l;ork towards meeting or exceeding 
mimmum levels of expectations as developed by the provincial department of education. The reform 
process is intended to guide schools towards becoming quality educational institutions. The criteria 
statements that are addressed in the organizational review provide the outcomes towards which 
schools are to work 
One of the earliest supporters of Outcome Based Education (OBE) and reform was William Spady. 
His statements on what OBE means were delineated in 1988 as he wrote 
( )utcmm.: Based l:.'clucatwn (08£) means orgam::mgfor results: hasmg what we do tnstructwna/(v 
on the outc:mnes we want to achteve. whether m specific part ... of the curnculum or tn the schooling 
' 
proCCS.'i:O.\ 0 11·/w/e ( Ju/C.flf/1(' · ha.'i:('t/ J'f'O' 11/llllll!r• Sltlf'( h_~·deterllttntng tJre J.:mm·/(•c/ge. Ul/tlf'l'tl'IIC./1'' 
nne/ qualities the~· want ,·wc/,·nrs rc1 he ahl£' to clemn11stratt: when the•· linHh sdtuol am/ klC<' tit,· 
challenges and opportumlte' n(the aclulr •mr/tl flren. wlllr rlrese ··e:crt olllc:mm:.' ·· c /car/1 m m111d 
rhey deliherateh· clesrgn currtculum.,· and m .. •truc:twnaf .,•·stem ... with the mtent that all .•tuclt:nh '''" 
ulllmately be ahh: to clemcmwrate them suc:ces.•filih· 0131::. therefilre. ts nor a ··program ·· hut a •nn 
ofclestgning. de,·elopmg. cll:ltn:rtng. and clocumentmg tn.,·tructwn m tetrms o{lls mrem!t:cl goal.• am/ 
outcomes (p 5) 
Mitchell et al (I 993 ). whose views coincide "vith Spady's. state their views on outcome based 
reform as 
The funclamenral resrruc:rurmg o(schuof., requmt sra_(fciel'!:lopmenr which Jar exceed rhe propagut'"" 
ufplulo.'iOphyand the e:rplanatton of procedures. It reqmres mregratwn ofmstrucrum tmttaii\'C!.' nne/ 
collahorarwn 111 teaclnng and /earmng These t:,f]i1rls are dnven b_1: constancv of purpme as xtal!•d 
111 ( i111nneu "s 1111 '·'u"' ( p 3 I ) 
The Province of Newfoundland and Labrador has attached a great deal of importance to the concept 
of outcome measure in school reform The priority attached to the attainment of acceptable 
standards in the education system is outlined in the provincial Department of Education· s Strategic 
Education Plan which was released in May. 1998 Schools are encouraged to follow the 
Department's lead and, together with the school district work to reach the outcomes that are desired 
The strategic plan states 
Outcome .\leasures are . ~·ard.;llcks. ur benchmarks usecltCJ measure prfJgre:•s toward achtel'lng a 
strategtc ubp!cttve. The_\-' nreasu're hem· well the urgam=atwn rs dmng .-1 mea.,·ure rs a tout. or 
mdtcaror. to assess the acrualtmpacr ufrhe orgnm=arwn ·, actH·tlles. Every objective u.~es a _,·et of 
outu•mc: mc:a.,·un:s to tndtctJlt• progrc:s., The mea:•:ure.,· prawtlt: a ccmtt•.rt agmnst wluc:h the olllf'"'' 
ancllrmgc:r term outcome:.,· 11/the eclucatwn .wstem can be e1·a/uated. 
/Jurmg tlte nt'\'t phasf! r~( thc plmmmg proces .... measures. ha:•eltne data. achtt:I'I!IIIL'nt target., a11d 
strcttt·~te., will h.· ulr:nlljiecl/11r each of the nme ohjectil·es. ltts tmportnnt to note that am .\mg/,· 
mea.,urc: "'"' not proncfr: a c:cmtplett: tndtcatum as to whether a parllcular ohjt.'Ctll·c· ha.' ht•t'rJ 
ac:htc:\ ·r:d Uatht:r. a set ,( measurf!.,. wt/1 he del'elvpecl that. togc:tht:r should cfesc rtht• the 
I ie{'artmt:rlt ·.-.progress toward achtel·ement of each ohjt!Cfll't!. As part c•ftJre /99.'i .·lc:twn l'la11 '.'t•.:· 
secCtrm .'il . tm assc:.,smc:nt team u·t/1 ht! exrahltshed to : clendop. track. and analv:f! mc:asures. ulc11ltl\ · 
tar.i!els. nne/ prepare an annual repurt Ana~~·sts of these data wt/1 mfluence and gut&· Juturt• 
tleratums c~(fhe Uepartment \·plan. 
(Government of Newfoundland and Labrador, 1998. p. 14) 
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The direction in which Depanment is steering its schools mirrors the one it has set for Itself The 
idea is that a focused reform of the province· s schools will occur. Literary support for outcome 
based reform etl'orts abound. including King and Evans ( 1991) They readily acknO\vledge that 
outcome based reform efforts have the potential to dramatically change school systems Indeed. this 
approach to education reform has broad reaching appeal primarily as a result of its ability to couple 
control and autonomy (King and Evans. 1991) Schools are given expected and intended outcomes 
but they have the autonomy to decide themselves how to reach them. Schools are to fulfill the 
criteria statement in a manner that best suits the local school situation. The action plans that the 
school designs are responsible for providing a method to move the school closer to achieving the 
goals outlined in the criteria statements 
It would be reasonable to classifY the mode of outcome-based education modeled under School 
assessment as transformational (So to and Roth .1993 ). Their description of transformational 
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outcome based education is that. ·· Transformational Outcome Based Education directs all 
educational efforts towards student achievement of exit outcomes .. (p 42) The goal of school 
assessment is to generate quality schools from which graduates have mastered the prescribed exit 
outcomes School assessment is designed such that all school etlorts are directed to ensuring that 
the graduates do attain the levels of quality demanded 
This approach to outcome based education reaches beyond merely establishing curricular objectives 
When a district compiles its strategic education plan, these goals are passed down to the schools 
The schools work towards attaining these in the context of its 0\Vn action plans Ensuring that 
graduates ha\'e acceptable levels of efficiency in the prescribed exit outcomes are the t'l1eus of the 
school· s etTorts This is a sh1ft m education as it creates a broader picture of outcomes tor students 
Soto and Roth ( 1993) state 
l"rans(ormatwna/ outc:cnm:-hased educatton redefines the educatumal proc:ess. ji1.Wers a ''c"· 
pnradtgm that prcmwtes eqwf\· f~{ e:cceflenc:e tn learner Olllcomr:.,·. and hr:lps prepar~: our 'tudems 
(or tin· ~I sr c:entun· ( p -l 3 ) 
This sentiment of support for such a mode of educational delivery was echoed by Spady and 
Marshall ( 1991 ) They also state that such a structure would benefit schools by having a mechanism 
for ensuring that graduates do attain established levels of competency in the prescribed curricular 
outcomes They write 
II h~· do sc:hools ex1sttocla~ · ' The Tran ... fc1rmatwnal 08£-.' answer (ll thts qur:stwn t.\: hole/ ·· To CCfl/1(1 
all studenrs ll'tlh rhe l.:rtoll'lecJ..ft.t.:. competence and arwntatum needed [c1r success after lcanng 
sehoul. .. ffence . lis guulmg \'tsum of the f!racluate ts that ofcmnpetent future ctll:en Hht!n nc,H·cl 
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from thlsfuture-orlentec/. l~(e-ruh• pc.·r"peclf\·e. xuc.ce . .;.,· m .•-dulfl/ts uflmutecf henefit unless . .;tuclenr" 
are cqutppecl to tran.•lf!r 1hm .•uc-n·.•··· lo life 111 a umtr•lex. clralltmgmg. h1gh-u•c.·lt (uturt: . {p 70) 
The nature of the criteria statements ensure that the ideal graduate acquire the level of mastery as 
advocated by Spady and Marshall . The School Assessment process works towards helping schools 
grow so that their graduates are equipped for lite beyond their secondary education. 
The view of outcome based education as a tool for focusing school improvement initiatives is an 
approach adopted under the school assessment model. Schools have their prescribed targets that they 
develop Throughout the process the school will implement plans designed to move the school 
tO\vards accomplishment of the prescribed objectives ln outlining prerequisites for adoption of 
outcome based education. Boschet! and Baron ( 1994) paraphrase the School Assessment Model 
.\'dum! /Jtstrlcts or schools lfltl!r~:sted tn ht!Ulflllll~ cmtcrmw-hased mu.'it make a colllllllllllc.'lll to 
~:duc:attonaltmprvvemenl that 1s learner- cenlerecl and results- ortentecl. The process begms h~· 
tclenlt_f\-mg a common set of ecluc:atumal htdtef.\· helcl h\· eclucalOrs. learners. parents. ancl rite 
ummltlntl\' Frum these heltef,· will 1!\'CI/ve a defimtwn of "'hat outc:cmll!.'>learners should au am m 
thl•tr preparatwn for the future anc/ll'hat processes nec:cllcl he m place 10 en.'iure achievement of 
thcn·f! outcomes by a/1/earner.v:. (p 196) 
School assessment as a reform model seeks to have schools develop action plans to address concerns 
ansing from a school profile that ascertains the schools standing in light of criteria statements. The 
criteria statements formulate the vision of what the school wishes to be They constitute the desired 
outcomes and the aims for the school. The literature supports the common sense notion that until 
a school has an idea of where it wishes to be it is very difficult to plan to get there. Doheny and 
.. 
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Peters ( 1981 ) wrote. ··until the aims of a school system are stated and evaluated. there is no way of 
telling how well the system is performing its mission- or even knowing what its mission is·· (p 607) 
The advantages of using outcomes as focus for educational planning was turther reiterated by 
Stephens and Herman ( 1984) The case was made that engaging in a solid assessment to determine 
what the desired goals of the schools are prior to planning is a much more etlective means by which 
schools can be improved lnvolving the entire school community in this assessment. as the school 
assessment process in Newfoundland does, is more likely to be successful as consensus is built first 
Thev \\.Tite . ·This outcome-based planning model increases the potential for success because it stans 
by obtainmg consensus on desired results ." (p . 45) 
The statements of Stephens and Herman ( 1984) have been supported in practice as \\'ell Since 1968 
a school development program has been promoted from Yale University The Comer School 
development program utilizes the principles of outcomes and school planning to improve schools 
through methods that are very close to those implemented in the Provincial School Assessment 
model (Http // \liWW med yale edu /comer /quicklook html) . The information contained on the 
aforementioned web site indicates that the levels of student achievement have risen significantly in 
Comer Schools The levels of success in these school often results in schools that are at the forefront 
of their districts 
At Whitmore Lake School District. l\·tichigan. outcome based educational planning has been utilized 
to make their schools better Stephens and Herman ( 1984) state the following with respect to 
Whitmore Lake 
]he understanding ... and awarene ... s created h_\· usmg an outcome-/Ja.,.ecl plannmg mudd. , •. h1cl1 
mvr,il ·es and define.'\ the respomt~hllitte.,·of.'•tudents. pnrent.'>. conmlflmtymemher.,·. anchchool people. 
hm ·t · heen l 't't:\-" heneficial to the WJmmore l.nk,· .\"chew/ f>istriCI. The prc•ce ... s hasgn·en us the support 
1n· neecl ancl a method we can use 111 de1·e/up and mtplement nn mnonlfl\'e clt!ln·er\· _,·ystem tltnt 
prr muses to nchu!ve the destred outcomes ll't' ha1 ·e agreed upon ( p 4 7) 
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Similar initiatives are being followed in the lawrence Public School System in Kansas This district. 
utilizing an approach that involves evaluation, monitoring, and address of outcomes, has been 
recognized as an effective means of education reform These same items are a part of school 
assessment in Newfoundland and labrador The intended long term outcome is sustainable reform 
that make positive. long lasting, and fundamental change to the quality of education. Speck ( 1996) 
ad vacates this model of school and staff development as being a valid means of reforming schools 
Speck holds that the model which focuses on needs assessment. planning and professional activities 
can form the basis for school development. lt too follows an outcome based approach to garnish 
holistic and long lasting changes at the school level. 
ln support of this Speck ( 1996) writes: 
F1gure I on page 3.J outline.'f the profe .... 'fional development model fi•r educattonal change. Thts 
oven·tew gtws educators a look at what must happen fur su ... tamecl change to succeed within rhetr 
school.\ Too often . . Khoolxsimp~\·adoptthe latt:st populareducatwnal mnr11·atwn M'tlhuut adequate 
lratntn!!. on:rlrmkmg what we know about the e ... senttal elements u( he.,·t practtce tn profe.,:wonal 
de\'e/opment. ·· (p 33) 
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lf reforms are to be outcome based it is necessary that there be a means of ensuring accountability 
With school assessment the accountability factor is worked into the system by having the 
requirement that the internal report from the school be signed off by the CEO of the district and the 
external team. This process ensures that the school has developed action plans that address the 
concerns identified during the formation of the school profile. Nevo ( 1995) identifies accountability 
as being one of the prime functions of evaluation at the school level. 
The imponance of high standards in education has been referenced in the literature. If high standards 
are to be expected, a system to ensure that these standards are being reached, or in the case of school 
assessment, being worked towards. must be in place. With school assessment the acLion plans are 
approved if they will address the identified concerns at the school level. The imponance of sening 
standards based on the local situation, as school assessment does, is documented in Lieberman 
( 1991) She proposes 
We need high standard,·. hut those stanclnrcl.,· must he adapted to local needs. The_\: must he fle.nhle . 
slluattonal. and mulllcultural. rather than nntmnal. mandated. and :>tandardized. The_v must he ttecl 
to mstructumal clec1swns that teac:hL·r., lrm·e he/peel tu make and fiJr whtch the\· can he held 
accountable. ( p 220) 
Establishing and maintaining standards in education has been a core issue for school reform. The 
focal point for this issue was arrived at with the publication of the Royal Commission report. 
Recommendations 192 and 193 state: 
Recnmmencintwn 19 2: that schools mtttnte a c:omprehensit,·e 0.'\"Yl!."-mtent of each ... chou/ evety.· flw! 
~·ears. 
Recommenclafum /IJ J that the re . ..:u/t . ..: of these a.•· . ..:e...: . ..:ment...:ancl other . .:c:lumllew!lmd~eatt•rs ht' 
rt:(lflrtccl to _,·chuol counctls. .r...·udt Yf!{lf1rtm5:. parllcularh· 111 ·""all 
schools. must .•·afcguartlthe anonym11\ · o( mdtndua/ _,·tmlt.'fll.' 
(Williams et al..1992 . p 3q2) 
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With assurances of standard attainment in place, schools under school assessment can work to 
achieve fundamental components ofimprovement. Schools are expected to operate within provincial 
and district expectations School assessment, in keeping with Recommendation 192. allows for a 
system of accountability \\'hen schools are expected to attain standards and a system is in place to 
ensure that these standards are reached, the likelihood of success improves. 
2.7: Summan· 
The intention behind all reform initiatives m education is the improvement of the quality of 
education being delivered at the school level Quality in education is the foremost concern of all 
reform processes The importance of quality in education to the general public has increased Those 
in charge of the public trust are scrutinizing educational institutions much more closely As a result 
of such scrutiny, .. Discussions of quality have begun to replace those of organizational 
effectiveness .. .. the notion of quality is not tied to products. Rather, it deals with the quality of the 
system and all its components; hence researchers and practitioners are interested in the quality of 
inputs and processes as well as outputs.. (Hoy and Miskel, 1996, p. 256) 
School reforms are established so as to. ··help schools, accomplish their goals more effectively by 
replacing some structures, programs andior practices with better ones" (Fullan, 1991, p. 15} School 
assessment is a proposal to elicit this type of change in the Province's schools. lt is similar in many 
6 .. _, 
ways to change initiatives practiced elsewhere Numerous school districts in the United States and 
Canada tollov.- a similar pattern of needs assessment. goal establishment. strategic planning and 
evaluation Success has been found in these districts under those models. The Charlotte -
Mecklenberg School District, North Carolina. under the leadership of John Murphy, made 
tremendous improvements in the areas of student improvement by utilizing the principles of goals. 
planning and evaluation. (Doyle and Pimental, 1993) 
The intended outcome of these reform initiatives and restructuring models is to generate quality 
schools Such schools are defined by Barlosky and Lawton ( 1994) as being: 
(!Itaim· .\'chools are committed to creatmg enhonceclleormng enl'tmnments through the purposeful 
and cnoperatl\·e actwns of all mdivtduo/ . .; engaged m the educ:otwnal enterprt.,·e. 8-..· developmg 
knuu·lt:dge of the .wstem and procesw! ... through ll'htch ecluc:atwn 1.~ delll ·erecl. Qua/tty,· Schools ore 
octtn:f\· engaged m contmuous selfimprm·ement and the eclucowmal enrtchment of the conrmumries 
If quality is to be reached it is imperative that the school continue to move forward. improving 
schools cannot happen overnight. Time, commitment and a focused approach is needed to ensure 
that the schools of tomorrow are better than those of today Crix and Ladbrooke ( 1998) state: 
.·I school cannot stand still for very long: 1jttts not growmg If will soon he cleterioratmg. While swift 
remecltal actwn may occasionol(v be needed to tnrprove a siluatwn qutck fi:ces are not the answer. 
Schrmllmpro\'f:mentts a cumulative proces.-.. !Its a JOUrney nnl a desttnalmn. anclrt happens only 
m a result o(gual settmg. careful planmng and building .vour team. 1~/annmg nat on(v mean.,· 
thmkmg thmg" through but wrwng them down as K'e/1. The school development plan has hecome 
recogm::ed as a tool of fundamental importanc£• m ennhlmg a head teacher to pro\'lde .o;Iratc:gu 
leadershtp of a .'Ochoa/. (p. 3) 
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ln the province of Newfoundland and Labrador. the education department is supporting a model of 
school development that does not involve the granting of accreditation . It is similar in process to the 
Accreditation Model of British Colombia minus the accreditation component. From a consultation 
paper released in 1995, the concept of accreditation was addressed . 
. ·lssessmentl.'> a systematic proces.,· ofgmhermg mjilf·matwn about the nature and qualm,- ofsdwoJ., 
.·lccreditatwn 1s a staltts granted to a school after 1 t has heen asse.t.'led ancl found to meet or e.n·e~:cl 
stated enter/a. The questwn ofu·hat to c/ou·llh tht• m:.,es.,-ment results once the A.t.'le.\".\'ntf!nl has he~:n 
completed. 1s cnllcal. What and to u·hom u·1/l mfimllatwn he dissenunatecfJ Hon· u·d/ tills 
m_fijrmatwn he used w unpfemenc clrangf!·1 1/uu· n tmpron:menr gmng to he achtevect' 
(Government of Newtoundland and Labrador. 1995, pp . 8 - 9) 
Within the literature there are published works that lend support to reform initiatives at the school 
level based on both an assessment or accreditation scheme The questions that formed the focus of 
this study sought to gather an understanding of how it came to be that it was an assessment type 
model that was promoted. 
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Chapter 3- Desien of the Stud)' 
Section 3.1: Introduction 
This study solicited information from key participants and administrators of the school assessment 
program in the province of Newfoundland and Labrador. Of key interest was the reasoning behind 
the adoption of this particular model for school reform in the province In addition. the study 
obtained information from imerview subjects regarding the history behind the development of the 
reform model Information was gathered during the 1998 - 1999 school year 
Section 3.2: Population and Sample 
The data \vere collected from 9 persons identified as key participants in the devdopment and 
implementation oft he school assessment model for school reform. AJI participants were sent letters 
prior to the intervie\~.-· to request their participation. Inclusion in the study was voluntary and all 
subjects had the option of nonparticipation 
Data for this study were collected using interviews conducted with a targeted sample group These 
participants were selected on the basis of their mvolvement with the School Assessment Initiative 
in the province and their professional expertise in the area of school reform. Prior to the interview 
and following the subjects' agreement to participate in the study, a pre- interview questionnaire was 
sent to each participant_ The results of this questionnaire were used to give the researcher a starting 
point for the interview The participants comprised: 
l . Two Persons from the Provincial Department of Education, Province of 
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Newfoundland and Labrador 
2. Four Persons from Memorial University of Newfoundland 
3. Two Persons from Vista School District 
4 A School Principal from a school involved in the Process of School Development 
5 A chairperson of an Internal School Development Committee 
Section 3.3: Instrumentation 
Semi structured interviews were conducted with the study participants These participants were 
chosen as a result of their insight and involvement in the process that allowed school assessment to 
be developed as a means of reform in the education system of the Province The interviews were 
loosely framed around the following research questions 
., 
Why is there a desire to reform schools at this time" 
How committed are key educational administrators to reforming the educational 
system? 
3 How is school assessment different from other reform initiatives such as school 
improvement" 
4 What are the reasons the Department of Education opted for an assessment-based 
model of school reform as opposed to an accreditation-based model" 
5 What are the benefits and challenges for the Department of Education. school 
districts and schools in supporting school assessment at this time" 
Subjects were encouraged to add information that was outside of the scope of these questions 
Prior to the interview. correspondence was sent to the participants which included a multi·item 
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questionnaire that gave the researcher a staning point from which to begin the interview process. 
(Appendix H) 
Through the use of the interview and the pre-interview questionnaire, data were attained which 
helped the researcher attain an understanding of the school assessment model and its promotion by 
the provincial Department of Education. Being a qualitative study. its design was consistent \vith 
the research techniques desired for such studies. as espoused by LeCompte and Preissle. 
Qualllattve re.o;earchers. mclmling ethnographer . ..:. c/ealll·tth emptrtcal data. orpotentlal(o.· n:rt/iahle 
rnformatton ohtamed from the t:m•tronmenr nne/ acce.,:vt:cl \"ta human .'ien.,·es. Sources anclt~pex 11/ 
data are /muted on~o,· h_.,.. the creallvtl\· and energy of the re ... earcher. 
!Jnta. then. are anv lane/ of mfo,.,tatwn ll"htch researcher ... can identtfy and accumulate ltJ factlrtate 
an.nrers to the II' quenes . . ·1 hallmark af qualttall\·e ancl ethnographtc research is ec/ecllctsm 71re 
crmrplextry and vartahtlttv cifhuman ltfe m 11 ... natural hahlfat mandates that tho.'ie who ,,·tuc(~· tt must 
collect rtch and diverse clata on ~&·Jratever the_1: stuc~v 
(Lecompte and Preissle. 1993 p. 158) 
3.4 : Validity 
l n preparing the instrument for this study. the available literature related to school reform and change 
was reviewed. Accordingly. research questions were formulated. From these an interview schedule 
was designed that included a pre- interview questionnaire. The pre-interview questionnaire was a 
12 item Likert scale that elicited responses to the research questionsidentified in Section 3.3 . In 
addition space was made available for participants to add additional comments if they were inclined 
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to do so. Clarification of points made on the questionnaire was asked for and elaboration of 
comments made was requested. The structure of both the interview schedule and the pre- interview 
questionnaire was reviewed by Dr. George Hickman of Memorial University ofNewfoundland and 
Dr Harold Press of the Provincial Department of Education. 
3.5: Collection of Data 
In the Fall of 1998 and Winter of 1999. questionnaires were sent to. and interviews conducted with 
the research participants Where it was not possible to conduct face -to- face interviews. phone 
interviews were conducted . 
The study used the technique of key informant interviewing. This entailed selecting persons that 
had . as a result of their involvement with the process or professional expertise. a special knowledge 
relating to school assessment. The participants that were selected had special knowledge of the 
process . Lecompte and Preissle (I 993) advocated this technique as being valid for studies such as 
this one. 
f.:e1.: mformants are mdll·tduaf.,- who pm• . ..:es.,· vu:ctal knowledge. :tlatus. or commumcatll·e sktlls anc/ 
who are In/ling to share that knowlecf..~e and skt/1 .,..,,h the re.'tearcher. The_.,"frequentlv are cho.nm 
because the~· ha\'e access- m lttm.:. spact: or per.,pectn'e -tu ah:•ervatwns dentt:clthe t:thnugrapher 
The\.' mm· he lrmF! - 11111e re.wclenh of a cmmmmtn•. partictpant.'t m key communt(),' tnslttutmns. or 
mdtwdualx knm.-lcrlgeahle u_{ cultural u/,:al-< l'lre\' ofien are a(),•ptcal tnclll·tduals anclsltoulcl he 
cho:;en u-llh care srJ as to tmsure that rcpres<.·ntatn•eness among a gn1up of ke_1.· mformants ,_.. 
achtevecl 
(Lecompte and Preissle. 1993 . p. 166) 
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The subjects for the study were selected as a function of their involvement in the development and 
implementation ofthe reform model. 
3.6: Analvsis of Data 
Following the collection of data through the interviews and questionnaires. an examination of the 
data was conducted to determine trends and commonalities. Interviews were transcribed and 
compared to identify recurring patterns. Of interest were patterns that revealed answers to the 
research questions indicated previously. The result ofthis analysis is indicated in chapter 4 
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Chapter 4 - Analysis of the Data 
The following sections summarize the viewpoints of the research subjects' . 
Section 4.1: Data gathered concerning Question I. Why is there a desire to reform schools 
at this time? 
Subject l: 
One of the key reasons offered by this subject for the desire to reform schools in this province was 
that the levels of achievement being attained by our students were not satisfactory This was 
evidenced by the results from standardized tests such as the CTBS and CRT examinations. With 
poor scores by the students and the province as a whole being near the bottom on a national 
comparison, there was a natural expression of the need to improve the situation through a reform of 
the school system. 
This subject also felt that as a province. there is a need to stay current and be effective. This entails 
a constant drive to continually improve the system All organizations. including schools. need to be 
in a constant state of renewal. Unless the organization is working to improve, it will run the risk of 
becoming stagnant and falling behind its competitors. Any organization that draws on public funds 
is responsible for ensuring effectiveness and efficiency within the system. ln light of declining 
student enrolment, reform is a necessity. This subject summarized this point by stating, 
·There is always a notion that we have w constant~v impmve. U ·e have to con.'itanr~v be vtgtlant m 
the effort to ensure that the graduate.,· ofe~ur _,·chool S)-'stem are a ... qualified as they can be and thor 
they are tn a positton to be competitn•e m the local nne/ mternatwnal markets. lfyou assume that 
gnal. - ~·cJU will never he .mllsjied wtth where _\ 'l JU are .. 
(Subject I . Personal Correspondence. December 21. 1998) 
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Subject 2: 
This subject felt that the reform issue was brought to a head by the Royal Commission Report in 
1992 This repon clearly identified a need tbr reform in this province. Government. in this decade. 
has identified and promoted the concept of structural reform as a starting point for improving the 
education system of the province. These retbrms dealt with governance issues as attested to by the 
debate over denominational education. restructuring and consolidation of School Boards. and later 
schools Economics was a prime motivator for these reforms. Cost cutting was more of a driving 
tbrce for reform than was the attainment of a quality educational system. at least from government ' s 
perspective This subject stated. ··Reform was more an issue of governance than of classroom 
tssues 
Support for the notion of change within the educational system. was reinforced by the Pro\·tnc~ · s 
poor showing on standardized tests As our Province was performing poorly on these. tew could 
argue the need to improve the system through some sort of reform. 
Subject 3: 
This subject stated that the notion of change and improvement should be inherent in any system 
Leading the drive to improve, and thus reform. were three main factors The first of these was a 
sense that the school system was not performing as it should and graduates were not at the level 
expected in terms of academic achievement 
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The second factor was the desire to cut costs. This was in line with developments in the rest of the 
country Education was a prime target for such cost cutting measures as it had a large initial budget. 
A declining student enrolment in this Province meant that justifying cuts to education would be easy 
for government. With so much money being spent on education in the province. and the results not 
being what were expected. many felt that there was a need to dramatically change the system. 
Thirdly. there was the issue of governance. Government wanted to gain control over the school 
system so that it could implement further reforms. This was a dominant tacet ofEducational Reform 
in this province and continues to be an issue as it is still being contested in the courts 
Reform was needed because of a concern with quality. This subject acknowledged that the \Veils· 
government was quite critical of the education system and the role of government in it at the time. 
Under the current government. however. this subject felt that there was a return to the ··old ways .. 
He felt the present government has taken the stance that the system is quite good and the problem 
lies with those that are trying to tear it down. This subject concluded this point by stating, ''The 
reality is if you are complacent and self congratulatory and believe you are good. that is a recipe for 
never improving. 
Subject 4: 
This subject began answering this question with the statement. ·'Reform is associated with growth 
and development The alternative to growth and development is stagnation. When you stagnate, you 
start slipping backwards." (Subject 4 Personal Correspondence December I I. 1998) 
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National trends and directions helped shape reform etfons. This province began a move to reform 
largely as a result of what was happening elsewhere in the country As the rest of the country was 
moving to improve its schools. this Province had to move for\'Vard or be left behind This subject 
elaborated by stating that. ··A set ofwheels \vas set in motion nationally Royal Commission reports 
identitied concerns with the education system in vinually every province where such repons were 
made ·· (Subject 4. Personal Correspondence. December II. 1998) The subject indicated that there 
\"'ere other reports filed that identified deficiencies in the education system on a national basis . 
In this Province. students have not achieved as well as hoped on various achievement indicators. 
The Royal Commission report made a statement to the effect that we need to move our students from 
a group that is persistently underachieving to a group that consistently ranks with the best in the 
nation This became the impetus for reform at the provincial Department of Education Current 
retorm Initiatives at the school level are results driven. 
Governance issues have dominated the present reform initiatives. This move began in the 1960's and 
was promoted by NTA (the predecessor to the NL TA) as there was a desire expressed by them to 
reform denominational education in the Province 
Governance and learning are the objects of reform. There was a desire to gain more control over the 
system by government and there was also a desire to improve the quality of instruction in the 
classroom 
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Subject 5: 
From this subject's perspective. reform and restructuring had a political basis. The desire to alter. 
if not remove the Denominational Education System. drove the issue. Many oft he reform initiatives 
were moved on primarily for economic reasons . This subject stated, "'The feeling \o,;as there that 
there was too much ofthe provincial budget being spent on education. The provincial budget had 
to be reduced and the way to do this was to reduce the number of boards. schools. and so on·· 
Subject 6: 
This subject felt the purpose of reform is to get schools refocused on the mission of the school 
Academics are a priority and. as evidenced on a number of achievement indicators. the quality of 
classroom learning and indeed instruction needs to be examined. Reform will reorient schools so 
that academia becomes the prime focus ofthetr operation . 
Subject 7: 
Thts subject indicated the release of the Williams repon which spoke to a curricular basis for reform 
set the wheels of motion. Students are not as prepared as they could be for life after graduation and. 
as a result, our school system needs to be changed in a positive way Today the public are 
demanding more from the publicly funded institutions We have entered into an age of 
accountability and, consequently. schools are expected to perform or make the necessary changes 
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The taxpayers of this province are demanding that their tax dollars be used wisely As a result. tiscal 
restructuring is a core component of the desire to change the school system so that it may be more 
effective and efficient 
This subject summarized this question by stating. ·· Society and the workplace are becoming more 
competitive As a result, more is demanded of the education system. Reform is necessary in order 
for our schools to continue to meet public demands". 
Subject 8: 
This subJect strongly advocated that the reason for reform lies in the Province· s standings on 
standardized tests These test results often show Newfoundland students below the national average 
The subject felt that the perception is out there that our students' scores do not equate \Vith those of 
other prO\·mces The interviewee felt that over the years the standards in the Province have dropped 
A mark of80 Percent in this province would not be equal to a mark of80 percent from some other 
province. however, the subject did not use concrete examples to illustrate this point. 
The subject felt that the Province had to engage in some son of reform as other provinces were 
involved in such matters. If the Province did not participate it would fall funher behind The need 
for this reform was identified by educators and the subject revealed that NT A was promoting the idea 
of reform as far back as the early l960's 
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The Royal Commission Report focused attention on the need for reform. It delineated the state of 
the province's education system and clearly outlined the need for change. This coincided with 
concerns from the business community that the graduates of the education system were not equipped 
to meet their needs. The expectations they held for graduates were not being met Many graduates 
were not as job ready as the business community would like them to be. 
The drive to reform the schools of the Pro,·ince \Vas also pushed by increased parental involvement 
Parents were asking more questions. As a result, the school system had to change so that those 
questions could be answered . 
Subject 9: 
This subject felt that reform in this Province was spawned from the reform initiatives being pursued 
globally With reforms being pursued elsewhere. the pressure exists to move forward or be left 
behind In an era of public accountability this is not an option. The Province could not remain in 
the past Reform was born out of a process of globalization. Our students had not performed well 
on standardized tests and thus would have to be given the opponunity to do better. This would 
involve reforming the education system. 
Coupled with this notion as the issue of student employment. The possibilities of finding 
employment without a quality education is much lower in today's provincial, national. and 
international context then it was when we were more dependent on the fishery and forestry sectors 
for employment. The importance of a quality education has increased significantly. As a result, the 
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public is demanding more of its schools. This subject summarized by stating that. -·There is a 
recognition that being poorly educated won't suffice in the ne"". economy .. 
Subject 10: 
This subject addressed this question by referring to work that had begun in !998 The indicators 
project undertaken by the Newfoundland Department of Education had looked at the concept of 
Outcome Based Education and its application to the Newfoundland context. This project was an 
attempt to set up accountability in the K - 12 system. Contained in the Indicators Project was the 
production of school profiles and school report cards. 
With the release of information to the general public, a shift in thinking occurred The instillation 
of public accountability was a necessary first step in school reform It prompted those within the 
system to look inward and become self critical. 
With respect to the concept of reform itself. this subject did feel that there was confusion as to what 
school reform actually is. In many cases. school reform is analogous to school consolidation Yet. 
classroom reform is a much broader issue. Since the William's Report (previously referenced as 
.. Our Children. Our Future).there has been an impetus on curriculum review and accountability 
With the removal of the churches in terms of governance, barriers to structural reform were ousted 
With a declining enrolment of approximately 4% annually, school closures and consolidations are 
inevitable The Denominational System prevented this to some extent. This was qualified by the 
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subject who added that the necessarily existing status of some schools would prevent removal of 
schools entirely from rural areas. 
The subject stated that school consolidation allowed for wiser expenditures of dollars in the 
education system of the Province. These savings are largely administrative and would allow for 
more money to be spent on things such as protessional development This is imponant as the 
demographtcs of the teachers in the Province show an aging population. many of whom have been 
away from formal training for many years. AJso. as a result of cutbacks and the seniority clauses in 
the teachers· contracts. teachers· assignments do not always match their academic qualifications 
ln terms of academic achievement, the subject stated that the Province of Newfoundland has 
histoncally lagged behind the national average on standardized measures. such as the CTBS. The 
subject felt that this gap has gotten smaller. panty due to the improved qualitications of the teachers 
in the Province 
The subject advocated the view that, as a result of Newfoundland being isolated as a province and 
having an economy that has traditionally been weak, world class students are needed . Out-migration 
levels dictate that our graduates need to be better than average. When they leave the province they 
are competing with the students from outside the province. indeed in many cases outside the country 
The loss of many unskilled jobs from the labor market means that our students need to be better 
trained As a result . the K-12 system has to prepare students for a post secondary education. The 
current labor market demands more skills and higher literacy levels from our students 
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Section 4.2: Data gathered concerning Question 2. How committed are ke,· educational 
administrators to reforming the educational system? 
Subject I: 
This subject began addressing this item by indicating that all organizations will have individuals who 
resist change. The success of the change depends upon the nature of the organization itself Within 
the organization the culture may be conducive to changing or nOl, and schools. trom this subject · s 
perspective, are no different Some schools will be more accepting of change than others This was 
evident in the initial pilot phase where. in one of the twelve schools the project was not successful 
largely as a result of the principal not being open to change 
.-\t the Department of Education. some divisions are more committed then others to change This 
is representative of the nature of all organizations. and the Department is no exception 
This subject went on to add that. in terms of resources. the commitment is there to the extent that 
budgets allow The subject added however. that more effective planning would allow for better 
management of the resources being provided Districts and schools should plan for activities well 
m advance and allocate their priorities accordingly lf this were done, the resources currently 
provided would be sufficient to allow the program to work In closing. the subject made the 
following statement : 
Tire pmnt ts wh~· are nm m hu_,·mc•ss. l·ou are nn or!!am::clll,ttthat '-'" funclecl by puhltc:funcl'> nne/ emf.: 
of the thmg.'\ m order to .w:!e 1rhere yrw are gmng nne/to _,·eL' how \"flU are clmng '-"a need tcJ plan. If 
\ 'flU don "t have a plan. what dtrecttun are _\"OU gotng In 1 rou are .\"tntpfo.-jiJI/owtng the dirCC(Wn of 
the past and hope somehmt· to get there. 
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(Subject I Personal Correspondence. December 21. 1998) 
Subject 2: 
This subject felt that there was certain commitment at certain levels This subject added that 
commitment ts most important at the school level. Unless all stakeholders. particularly local 
stakeholders are on side. there are going to be problems bringing about change This person 
reiterated this point by stating that. 
f(thls rtJu· ,c;IJ,,f a.\.\C: .\ .\11/I!nt n'form mi/Ulll\·eJ 1.'\ not COII/IIIIIfiiCtlled propt•rh· 1nth full mfi,rmntwn 
tu peoplt: m sc:lwols anrf .,·chool councils. unle.'\s everyone unclerstancl' ldUlltls ahtml and how 11 can 
help ecluc:atwn. then there nre gmng to be problems 
(Subject 2 Personal Correspondence. December :21. 1998) 
This subject felt that it was unlikely that new resources will be provided It will be necessary for 
distncts and schools to redeploy present resources This subject did acknowledge that it would be 
difficult to redeploy resources to such an initiative if new and more pressing problems such as air 
quality arose. The level of funding for resources is limited by fiscal realities. 
Subject 3: 
This subject contended that the present government is not as committed to reform as the previous 
administration was He felt that the Wells administration was more supportive of and committed 
to changing the education system in the Province 
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This subject added that teachers are professionals. but in all organizations there are those who resist 
change Teachers cite the unwillingness to change as being caused by a lack of resources to suppon 
change. This, according to the subject. is not a valid argument Resources have been provided to 
the schools to support reform. Schools need to be aware of fiscal realities and creatively use what 
they have been given. 
Subject 4: 
This subject acknowledged that many people do feel that there is insufficient commitment to reform 
is not there and cite historical precedent The subject mentioned the previous school growth initiative 
specifically in this regard . This subject did believe that there was a great deal of support for the 
School Assessment model. He elaborated by stating. ·•t haven ' t seen anything in my career where 
commitment is there to the extent this is . This follows from the district. the Minister, and all the way 
to the school trustees. ( Subject 4. Personal Correspondence. December 8, 1998) The subject felt 
that this was how schools will do business in the future. 
Within the local school district he felt that commitment to school assessment was very high. 
especially among school administrators. According to the subject, 95% of the districts' 
administrators are supportive ofthis initiative. 
In terms of resources. fiscal realities limit what districts can do Schools and districts will have to 
be creative in how they utilize what they have been given, as it is unlikeJy that new resources will 
be provided 
s:: 
Subject 5: 
From this subject's perspective. tinancial decisions are dictating level of commitment to initiati\·e~ 
m education The Depanment of Education is torced to make many of its decisions based on 
tinancial priorities. Politically there is not the \viii to finance education as it was in the past As a 
result. it is the budget that determines what the Department will or will not support and this carnes 
O\ er to the school level Often the refusal comes not out of not wanting to suppon a given mitiative. 
but simply being unable to This subject conclude by stating. '"The will is there tor the 
admmistrators of the system to reform but the resources are not there to enable administrators to 
reform the way they want to'" (Subject 5 Personal Correspondence. December 21, 1998) 
At the classroom level. this subject felt that there \vas a tremendous amount of commttment to 
tmprovmg the education system Yet, there cautions that develop when people hear the phrases 
schuol tmprovement and school gro\'-1h Some m the system will be resistant because of the bad 
expenences they may have had with these initiatives 
Thts subJect concluded by making the point that with all the chaos in education over the past fev.-
years . it has only been the amount of commitment by people in the system that has kept it running 
Subject 6: 
From this subject's perspective school assessment is a high priority item for the District At 
administrative council meetings school development and reform are frequently pan of the agenda. 
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School administrators are expected to repon and be accountable for the status of school development 
in their schools. 
By v•av of resources. this initiative is getting as much suppon as anything. Time has been made 
available for schools to carry out reform activities . This project has been placed at the top of the list 
in terms of giving time to the schools; however. schools do have to operate within fiscal realities 
Districts can only support this within the realities of their budgets 
Subject 7: 
From this subject's perspective. the Province is fonunate to have a group of teachers that are as 
commttted to their work as you will find anywhere in the country The subject stated, ··we have 
people \o,.·ho are prepared to work hard to do whatever they can to ensure that students get the best 
out of the•r schooling experience." (Subject 7 Personal Correspondence January 6. 1999) The 
subJeCt did acknowledge that there is a need for people in the system to work more efficiently 
The subject went on to say that 99% of the individuals he knew were very committed and the 
willingness to work smarter was emerging Additional funding is needed. but as receipt of this is 
unlikely. we have to be willing to work within present realities It was felt by the subject that 
working strategically can allow much to be accomplished. 
This subject felt that the Department of Education provides resources to the extent possible m 
budgetary allowances The funding provided is not enough but this is a common theme throughout 
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the country. Districts, in turn. allocate resources to the schools based on their budgetary restrictions 
Classroom reform has not been funded in recent years but, at the same time. this subject 
acknowledged, classroom level reform has not occurred. Reform to this point has been largely 
structural 
Subject 8: 
From an administrative point of view the commitment level is very high The Department of 
Education and the local school district has mandated that this process will be a core part of school 
reform in the future . Most boards are beginning to look at incorporating it into the school reform 
initiatives in their schools. ln Vista School District this process has been incorporated into the 
district · s strategic plan . 
In terms of resources this subject felt that resources are provided to the extent that budgets allo\v 
Government has not provided enough to the districts and, as a result, what can be allocated to the 
schools is limited . The Board is doing the best it can within its limitations 
Vista District is very committed to implementing a structured process of school reform. Reform has 
been incorporated into the strategic plan and school assessment is how schools in the District will 
address reforming. At district office there is a person assigned to ensure that schools operate within 
a school development model. The district has gone as far as to develop its own model that grew out 
of school assessment. 
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Initially. at the school level, there was some skepticism about the process. largely due to the 
perceptions about reform generated by school improvement and school gro"th This subject felt, 
though. that once teachers became involved in the process and could see the possibility for results, 
the commitment would be there 
Subject 9: 
This subject felt that the commitment to reform schools exists but not necessarily reforms to 
classroom practice The subject felt that government has shown commitment to reform along 
structural lines He elaborated by stating, '"They (government) are committed to reform, to structural 
reform as referenced in the Williams' repon. There is a heavy emphasis on structural reform " 
(Subject 9 Personal Correspondence. December 21, 1998) 
This subject felt that, up to this point in time, districts have had to focus on structural changes. 
Classroom reform issues have not been addressed as they should; however, there are exceptions to 
this Vista School District was one district that required very few structural changes . As a result, 
it was able to press on with curricular reforms. All districts want to do this but they have had to deal 
with the structural issues first. Thus, at present, the focus for most districts is on the structural 
changes 
This subject felt that there is frustration by principals at the school level with reform. Professional 
development days have been cut and the quality of work life is not improving, and in some cases it 
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is declining Teachers and school administrators want classroom reform but they are not seeing it 
at present 
Resource provision is also a problem. Implementation of reform without proper support is difficult 
Yet districts and the Department of Education do provide resources to the extent that budgetary 
dec1sions allow 
Subject 10: 
The subject felt that there is a strong commitment to eliminate duplication in the system. As a result 
of the tinancial squeeze that all government departments find themselves under there, is a need to 
be more etliciem There have been improvements in education in the Province but that may not be 
related lO reform efforts 
People. active in the reform process, have had to push to keep reform on the Department of 
Education· s agenda . Senior executives at the Department have had to be concerned with short term 
critical issues such as air quality The challenge is to keep long term thinking in the picture 
AJI personnel have very large workloads. Yet the time has been found by key personnel to address 
and lO kt:!ep school development as a current issue Commitment is needed by senior people, which 
has been there. in order for the process to work The Minister of Education has publicly stated that 
there is a commitment to accountability in the education system. 
' 
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The school districts get supported from the Department of Education under the blanket of School 
Development For those Districts participating in this initiative there has been a unit provided to 
coordinate the process at the district level All districts have focused on school improvement 
initiatives The Vista school district has put in place a very specific model that is unique to its 
schools .AJI districts have expressed that they do not want an imposed model. To that end. the 
Department is in the process of compiling a resource binder that districts can use in their school 
reform initiatives. 
Once the pilot phase was completed. the Department provided a consultant for three years to v .. ·ork 
\•.:nh the districts This work tied in closely with the school indicators program. The model of school 
rct()rm that seems to be most favored is one whereby the districts develop their own specifics with 
Departmental support where needed. This is the approach that the Department will follow 
Section 4.3: Data gathered concerning Question 3. How is School Assessment different from 
other reform initiatives oursued in the past such as school improvement? 
Subject 1: 
This subject stressed that the school assessment process is designed such that its focus is on student 
achievement It is a model of school reform that requires more accountablity. School Improvement 
\vas primarily a process model that tended to focus on staff issues 
The school assessment process incorporates the broader community and utilizes a discrete set of 
standards on which the school is judged. The subject elaborated by stating, .. School assessment 
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articulates the standards by which you are gomg to assess yourself" . (Subject I . Personal 
Correspondence. December 21. l 999) This model. unlike past efforts, provides a measure by which 
a school can measure progress. 
ln closing, the subject made the following statement: 
The u·ay Khool .·hsessment '·" .\t:l up If wt/1 prohah~\' he mare effective than am · otlwr gon:rnmem 
prujec.I T\ptc:a/11 · gun:rnmc:nr prtiJCCIS art· '\t:lllpsuch thnt gm·ernment sets tr up and re.w111rn•s If m 
orclt:r to get tt done Fl"l!fltua/1\ · the rf!.\'(lt/rct·s runs emf and tire (ITUJI!C:l tltes. Tlus proJI!cl has hel!ll 
.w.:t up tn a schcwl cb.wncl and thts cftslrtc:l has mrplemented If. If II proves successful then twthmg 
hreec/.o; growth ltkc success. 
(Subject I Personal Correspondence December 21. 1999) 
Subject 2: 
This subject did not see the school assessment process as differing greatly from previous reform 
initiatives This subject felt that school assessment systematized the previous reform initiatives in 
that it standardized the means to ascenain what is occurring in the schools. 
Subject 3: 
This subject felt that there was no conflict between school assessment and school improvement. The 
School Assessment Model merely moves to provide an external validator within the system. The 
subject went on to state. ··1r you believe that school improvement is all that is needed. you do not 
need an accreditation modeL" (Subject 3 Personal Correspondence. December 21, t 999) 
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The School lmprovement Model was largely an internal process in the view of this subject He felt 
that it \'.as hard to be critical with the inherent bi<l!; Subjects would be biased as a result of their 
vested mterest in the system. School assessment. with its external \'alidators. removes some ofthis 
bias This subject saw school assessment as being an improvement as it standardized the process 
of school evaluation and critique. and made it less open to subjective interpretation. 
Subject-': 
This subject. whose district has developed its O\'ltn model that has grown out of the School 
Assessment model, identified the key difference w·ith school development . as that it operates from 
a strategic plan This makes the reform more focused and outcomes driven than school 
improvement The process also places a greater emphasis on student achievement 
.-\ny action plans that aredeveloped during the process grow out of documented needs. as opposed 
to a consensus. as would have been the case with school improvement. As a result. the adversarial 
role of distract otlice, as this subject viewed it, is reduced. This model promotes addressing strengths 
and weaknesses in a non threatening professional manner. 
Subject 5: 
This subject felt that there was a role and need for both school assessment and school improvement. 
She strongly felt that it is a mistake to assume there is a "one best way" to proceed with school 
reform She felt that there is a need for action research in the schools that school assessment does 
promote this type of ongoing reflective practice among teachers. 
Subject 6: 
This subject saw school assessment as being a ,·ast improvement over the school improvement 
initiative. The school assessment process \\.auld lead to development of a strategic plan that the 
school system is more accountable tor attaining Under the school improvement initiative there was 
very little accountability 
Subject 7: 
From this subject's viewpoint. the School Assessment Model is considerably different from School 
Improvement . The Vista School District expanded the original School Assessment Model to develop 
ns 0\vn School Development Model Unlike school improvement. this model operates from and 
requires the development of a strategic plan at the school level that will follow the guidelines set by 
the District's own plan 
The process being followed in Vista School District identities student achievement as its primary 
focus This was not necessarily the case with school improvement. This subject felt that often 
student achievement was pushed to the bottom of the priority list under school improvement. 
In order for the process to work. reform initiatives at the school level have to be tied to the District's 
strategic plan All schools will operate under the strategic plan· s guidelines. This is a notable 
change from School Improvement where schools were free w establish their own directions and 
goals. 
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Subject 8: 
This subject stressed that this process requ1res and operates from a strategic plan School 
impro .. ·ement did not do th1s There is an emphasis on student achievement which \vas not 
necessarily present with school improvement. The School Assessment Model is a more focused and 
accountable model for school reform as it has an external validation component 
Subject 9: 
The School Assessment Model focuses on feedback. Through assessment. it is established \Vhere 
the school is in relation to 1ts targets . Plans are developed on the basis of this assessment . Data is 
gathered that serves as a baseline Action plans are developed that reflect identified needs and 
implemented :\ comparison can be made to see how effective the initiatives conducted actually 
\vere Under School Improvement the comparisons before and after could not be drawn The subject 
stated . ··schools did a very good job of planning but a very poor job of implementing. If they did 
implement (action plans) they didn't know the outcomes of the implementation ... (Subject 9 
Personal Correspondence December 21. 1998) 
This subject felt that school assessment provides a mechanism to help those in the school 
improvement process Once plans are made the school assessment process ensures that the 
consequences of those plans are known . This model provides a means of accountability If the 
initiatives attempted are unsuccessful it would allow people to be aware of this and raise questions 
By having an internal look at the school environment a more valid assessment for the school 
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situation can be conducted. School improvement did not provide for such an indepth assessment of 
the school community 
Subject 10: 
School Assessment has two unique elements from this subject's viewpoint. These are 
I . criterion statements 
2 the importance of external accountability 
School assessment has focused on student achievement as being the primary goal of school reform 
efforts In the Vista District the whole process operates from within the confines of the district's 
strategic plan 
Section 4.4: Data eathered concerning Question 4. What are the reasons the Department of 
Education opted for an assessment-based model of school reform as opposed to 
an accreditation -based model? 
Subject 1: 
This subject felt that in this Province the educational climate would best favor an Assessment Based 
Model of reform The desire was for the schools of the Province to develop and grow, in short 
improve and achieve. as the subject put it, "more than a plaque on the wall" . (Subject l, Personal 
Correspondence. December 21, 1998) As one of the proponents of the Reform Model, the subject 
felt that it was important that a model be put in place such that those involved in the school system 
would not be threatened by. while at the same time being subjected, to accountability measures. 
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In Newfoundland their interest was in developing a process modeL The subject went on to state thar 
the interest was in developing a model in which schools, .. engaged in active self assessment. and 
look at themselves in light of cenain defined measures and gening external validation of 
that ''(Subject I Personal Correspondence December 21. 1998) 
Subject 2: 
From this subject's perspective. there was a feeling that reform was needed from a curricular 
standpoint Coupled with this was a desire to demonstrate that reform was about more than 
governance of the school system Assessment became the preferred option largely because. at the 
time. there were more people in the Depanment that had an expenise in assessment than in 
accreditation 
Accreditation would have been difficult to implement in the Newfoundland school system lf a 
school did not get accredited there would be numerous barriers to school closure. Geographically. 
this would have been impossible in some areas of the Province. 
This subject did feel that accreditation would be revisited in the future . The subject felt that 
assessment is a step in the direction of focusing on achievement but it is not enough. Parents will. 
the subject felt. ask more direct questions as they become more comfonable with their expanded role 
in the school system. The subject felt that assessment will be a stepping stone to an accreditation 
based model 
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The subject concluded that she felt that the Department was convinced by people from outside that 
accreditation had inherent difliculties that would lead to failure . Assessment \'-·as a softer model and 
would be able to make in-roads . Rather than do nothing. the Department decided to adopt a model 
that had a chance of success. 
Subject 3: 
The Province promoted an assessment model over accreditation largely because it placed Jess 
importance on the notion of the external evaluation With a lessened role of the external evaluation. 
an assessment model would suffice. There was also a higher cost associated with the Accreditation 
Model The original team did have a means of overcoming this; however. but the subject stated that 
he would rather nor elaborate on this . 
Subject -': 
\Vhcn accreditation was first proposed the timing was wrong for it This initiative was proposed 
when other larger reforms were being put in place. Hence this initiative got pushed to the side 
There were also collective bargaining issues to be dealt with. 
Accreditation was not adopted partly because of political reasons. The Chair of the committee that 
proposed accreditation was losing favor At the time he could do no right in the minds of many at 
the Department of Education. Regardless of what this person put forv.rard it would meet with 
resistance at the Department. The subject did feel that accreditation will be revisited in the future 
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Subject 5: 
This subject addressed this question by making reference to the fact that accreditation had been 
examined in this Province on numerous occasions in the past. ln the past. the concept has been 
rejected as a result of concern over implementation in rural areas 
In light of the history of accreditation in the Province. the Department opted to examine another 
model The subject elaborated by stating; 
7hen· has he en a htstory of /ookmg at accreclttatton. lcmkmg at the pro ... and c.·cms of accredllatwn 
anti not h11mg total~v con~(ortahle u·tth all asp~:ctso( accrcdllatttm 7hts '·"part II: the rea.,;un that the 
/.lcparrment optL·cl ji1r a different mmlel 
(Subject 5 Personal Correspondence December 21. 1998 ) 
The subject also felt that the expense associated with an accreditation type model was a barrier to 
1ts acceptance. Implementation of an assessment based model. though costly, is less expensive than 
an accreditation model. Assessment is also a better fit. according to the subject, with previous school 
improvement initiatives. 
Subject 6: 
One of the major barriers to accreditation was the cost factor . This model would prove to be a big 
budget item The subject explained by stating, .. If a school fails to be accredited you can no longer 
open as a school School districts would be responsible to do whatever was necessary to make the 
school accredable again." (Subject 6. Personal correspondence December 12, 1998) 
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The subject felt that assessment. on the other hand. would identifY the areas of concern for the school 
but still allow the school to operate. As a result of this. as well as political and budgetary reasons. 
school assessment was promoted instead. 
Subject 7: 
This subject began by referring to the State of Kentucky which, he felt was the home of the 
accreditation type models of school reform. Accreditation is a punitive model in which penalties are 
brought to bear. In this Province. there is a larger degree of unionization which would impede the 
implementation of a punitive type model. 
\Vith accreditation a school either receives accreditation status or not . Refusal to accredit schools 
in rural Newfoundland would create problems that have not been witnessed in other provinces 
Criticisms of the local schools could cause great strife Regardless of the status, parents would have 
to send their children to those schools. As a result, accreditation would create the potential for strife 
and acrimony. The subject made the point that, "Accreditation would be rife with all kinds of 
potential divisiveness between teachers and parents, students, you name it .. . " (Subject 7. Personal 
Correspondence. January 6, 1999) 
The subject strongly felt that an accreditation type model had the potential to tear small communities 
apart h could potentially drive a wedge into these communities. As a result of this. accreditation 
is not a model we desire for the Province. It has too great a potential for problems. 
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Subject 8: 
In this subject· s view accreditation would operate from a checklist. It operates from the premise that 
all schools are the same and thus can be evaluated under the same criteria. Assessment on the other 
hand is a broader model with a wider focus. lt has more flexibility, is more process oriented. and 
involves all stakeholders. The model focuses on the individual school and is a living model Unlike 
the accreditation models which are evaluative, assessment revolves around quality evaluation and 
is more outcome based. It is a formative model that would be more conducive to collegial reform 
within the school community 
Subject 9: 
This subject made the statement that . 
A number of people m the Provmce when che.v looked at various models of accuunrahtlity 11·ould Iran· 
promoled one that heaw~,. enrphast=ed an external validation. (AccredilattunJ The Charr of tht.' 
reform kne11· enough of the rexearch that m di.wrrct.'< where this had been dune tl hadn 'ttran.oilmed 
mto tmprovemenr. ffe knew the research and realtzed I hat accountability could be u.w!d as a growth 
model. (.~ssessmenl) 
(Subject 9 Personal Correspondence. December 21, 1998) 
This subject felt that the internal teams could assess schools and the presence of an external team 
was not crucial to ensuring a quality reform As a result a cheaper, more efficient model was 
adopted - that being Assessment. 
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Subject 10: 
This subject felt that other subjects would be better qualified to comment on this question and 
declined comment. 
Section 4.5: Data gathered concerning Question 5. \Vhat are the benefits and challenges for 
the Department of Education, school districts and schools in suoporting school 
assessment at this time? 
Subject l: 
One of the key benetits that this subject saw for this initiative was the focus it gave to school reform 
It ts an Accountability Model that ensures that reform etTons are focused on the education of the 
children in the school system. ln addition. it sets the guidelines by which schools will evaluate 
themselves 
The subject added that . "School Assessment articulates what the standards by which you are going 
to assess yourself" (Subject I Personal Correspondence. December 2l. 1998) 
Thts subject was very optimistic about the possibilities for success with this model. He felt that the 
model incorporated a broader school community than previous attempts at reform in the Province 
and by involving a broader base success was more likely. The subject elaborated on this by stating: 
Th!! "'~'' .•·:chool Assessment t.,. set up'·'· m -.uc:h a wa\· that H wt/1 probah~v he more succe.,·.vutthan 
am· other Government proJect. T_vptc:al(v Cirwcrnment pmJI!Cls arl! that gm•ernnrent .w:ts tl up ancl 
res,urc:es rt m order to gc:t 11 clttne. Eventual/~· resuurn·,-run r1Ut ami thf! prrlject dies. Thts waL It 
' 
has he en .w:lllf' tn one fJt . .:trtct rVISTAJ ancltJII:•fJi..,.trtcl ha ... tntplemented tt II \ 'till ,\!t!l Cl sun c:s.' . 
nuthmg hn•ecls grt~wth fll,:e ·'''"·n·.' ·' 
(Subject I Personal Correspondence December 21. 1998) 
C) C) 
This subject saw the possibility for partnerships developing between the school districts out of this 
initiative This again was interpreted as being a positive facet of the Model Being involved in the 
Model provides in itself strong opportunities for professional development 
By way of challenges. the subject acknowledged that a strong commitment from the top is crucial 
The process is labor intensive and does not produce immediate successes As a result. positive 
leadership is needed to keep the process moving If a plan is in place. it will alleviate the pressures 
in a situation where there are concerns about a schools' level of achievement Parents and other 
stakeholders would be less concerned if they knew a plan were in place at the school to address areas 
of concern School assessment does ensure that these plans are developed 
Subject 2: 
This subject expressed support for the school assessment model. The sentiment was expressed that 
he would support the Department of Education in pushing for its implementation But. there was 
also concern expressed that the model was very expensive to implement. He was not sure that it was 
a model we, as a Province could atTord but. at the same time. was not sure that we could aflord not 
to (Subject 2. Personal correspondence December 21. 1998) 
" 
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The subject was not totally convinced that the external team was necessary to provide the level of 
accountability that was desired. As a cost saving measure the subject felt that it could be provided 
in other ways 
There were many parts of the model that the subject felt were quite positive. The action planning. 
e\·aluation and reassessment v;ere felt to be crucial and necessary to build on the previous school 
growth initiatives in the Province. The school growth modelfailed in that it did not emphasize 
assessment This model builds on and improves the school growth process. 
The literature. as this subject saw it. strongly supports a model that was flexible and could adapt to 
ind ividual school situations. The subject was not totally convinced that this model was able to do 
that Yet the subject did agree that this model may have a chance of succeeding based on its 
umqueness 
Subject 3: 
This subject adamantly made the point that a key benefit of an initiative such as school assessment 
was that it focuses schools on improving. The subject was clear in making the point that he/she did 
not see school improvement as being a substitute for either an assessment or an accreditation based 
model 
The subject felt that these types of initiatives could stir up activity and cause people to be reflective 
These types of activities, as this subject viewed it, helped to disseminate what people are doing. The 
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subject felt that this type of model. with its external validation. could provide concrete means to 
ascenaining how well or how poorly the reforms are working. 
The subject did acknowledge that there were challenges. Schools are, as this subject put it. ··busy 
places to be ·· (Subject 3 . Personal Correspondence. December 21. 1998) As a result. teachers would 
be hard pressed to find more time to put into this initiative. 
In addition to the time factor. there is also the question of funding and resources This model is a 
costly one Yet the cost is worth it from this subject's perspective 
Subject 4: 
This subject saw the school assessment pilot and the reform initiatives that grew out of it. as being 
a far more focused means by which education in this Province could be improved The process 
centered its attention on issues dealing with the student. The core goal that was addressed under this 
process was student achievement. The subject saw a shift, .. a paradigm shift away from the touchy 
feely. to the institution of academic expectations." (Subject 4. Personal Correspondence December 
8. 1998) As a result there was a move toward Outcomes Based Education . The measure of a 
school ' s success would be it's results The school assessment process provide a model that would 
focus a school's reform efforts on the achievement of the students in the prescribed curriculum. 
By doing this, the reform effort was structured so that, in schools that participated in the process. the 
entire school community would be involved. This ensured that a broader spectrum of subjects would 
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be party to and indeed take ownership of the initiative As a side benefit. the often adversarial role 
that is felt between district office and the school with such initiatives would be lessened Teachers 
are often resistant to those initiatives that are imposed from central office With this process. 
teachers should feel less threatened. As professionals they should come to realize that this process 
is designed to assist in the delivery of the prescribed curriculum_ lt is not set to point out any 
inferiority (Subject 4 . Personal Correspondence. December 8. 1998) 
In terms of challenges. this subject saw the biggest challenge as being the implementation of the 
developed plans The process is labor intensive and to find the time and energy to fully implement 
1t may be challenging for schools . Yet. if the process is to work. implementation is the key As 
pnnc1pals \viii be accountable tor the implementation of the plans. strong leadership is crucial 
Subject 5: 
This subject had some positive views on the assessment model of school reform The subject 
thought that this model reflected current thinking on school improvement. The subject elaborated 
by stating that. 
The ulea ofhm·mg a team go mto a .'tiChool. c/o the kmd ofm-clcpth uhsen·atwns. (eecl hack nne/ report 
to the staff'-' a le~lllmate means h\· wh1ch to ccmclucr school reji1rm tnlf/nll\'f!., _ .'iuch a _{i~rmnltve 
moclel can lead m real school growth wllhoutthe threatenmg CJ\'ertones as u-oulcl he presem under 
a mure summatn·e means ofrefiu·m. 
(Subject 5 Personal Correspondence December 2l. 1998) 
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The subject also added that this model promoted action research which is very necessary in our 
schools By having the members of the school community. teachers. parents and students involved 
in assessing the needs of their school. the process is indeed promoting a real means to true reform 
and professional development for staff. 
ln terms of challenges. this subject felt that there was a very large cost factor associated with the 
model The model is a .. Cadillac System:· (Subject 5. Personal Correspondence. December 21. 
!998) which the subject was not sure could be afforded at this time. The cost for travel. lodgings. 
and substitute release time would limit the Province's ability to effectively implement the model 
Yet the biggest challenge to the success of this model was the perceived reservations from those in 
the system History has not been kind to such reform efforts in this Province. Words such as school 
growth and school improvement generate caution and cynicism among teachers of this Province 
(Subject 5. Personal Correspondence. December 21, 1998) 
Subject 6: 
This subject felt that school assessment does produce a document that can hold schools accountable 
for what they are doing. If schools are to be effectively reformed we need to get to the issue of what 
schools are supposed to be doing. To date the bulk of the reform efforts have been on the 
infrastructure . This school assessment process allows the focus to shift to classroom issues 
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In terms of challenges. the subject felt that the process would be easier to implement if the .. baggage" 
of past reform efforts were not there. Many teachers are resistant to going through the process 
because they teel that it will be an unproductive use of their time and energies. (Subject 6 Personal 
Correspondence December 9. 1998) 
The process is labor intensive and teachers need to see a purpose for the effort and time The process 
requires too much time and effort for teachers to engage in it entirely on their own time Districts 
will need to be willing to devote human resources if the process is going to succeed. (Subject 6 
Personal Correspondence December 9. 1998) 
An additional challenge comes from the deadlines and time frames inherent to the process More 
time needs to be made available The issue then becomes one of how often can schools be closed 
for in serv•ce/protessional development time. The loss of instructional time could negate the gams 
attained through the process. 
Subject 7: 
This subject telt that. in light of the structural changes that are occurring in the school system. a 
realization would have to be made that things are not going to be as they were. Schools are going 
to have change in light of this There will be less contact from district offices with individual 
schools This, in itsel[ is in keeping with the concept of site based management. 
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This subject felt that there was a lot to be gained from this type of model. There is a need for a 
blending of bottom up and top down approaches to school reform. (fa district has a strategic plan 
and schools are asked to do an organizational review, develop a mission, vision. and determine 
strengths and weaknesses and develop plans to act on them then the potential for real growth is there 
(Subject 7 Personal Correspondence. January 6, 1999) his the statTthatdevelop this plan and. as 
a result. it is likely that the staff will take greater ownership of the process. 
This subject saw the consultation that occurs with the broader school community as being a positive 
with this model. The more schools are accountable for what they do the more important it is to get 
members of the school community involved This model promoted this type of involvement The 
subject again emphasized that with involvement comes ownership or ·'It's hard to mutiny if you've 
been part of the decision".(Subject 7 Personal Correspondence January 6, 1999) 
As an added benefit the subject felt that being involved in the process would provide an avenue tor 
professional development for teachers who were part of the internal or external teams. ln depth 
involvement in school improvement issues would allow teachers to focus on what it is that can be 
done to improve classroom instruction . This model allows a focus on classroom issues. which was 
not necessarily the case with other reform models. 
Yet. the subject did acknowledge that this model would provide challenges. Foremost. would be the 
motivation of teachers. With this process there is delayed gratification As a result, the teachers in 
the system may find it difficult to commit to the long term. The demographics of the teaching 
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population in the Province compounds this issue We have a large percentage of senior teachers that 
are going to be exiting the profession soon. Motivating them to devote considerable time and effon 
will be difficult . (Subject 7 Personal Correspondence. January 6, 1999) 
With strategies outlined in the action plan. another obstacle is to remain on course Time deadlines 
and adherence to them will require considerable etfon and strong leadership . Yet the chances of 
success with a plan are considerably greater with a plan than without one. The subject elaborated 
by stating: 
lfo,:ou have a framework put tn place. kmm·mg that 11 1s going to be a 3- .J perwcl befilre heme fit.' arc 
apparent that 1s one thmg ~(there 1s nu plan m place anclsclroo/s are gmng to he hefter skt.•ltt•r 
n·lflwur a plan 11 ts unhkc/1· n:'"ltft,· w1fl occur The C"IICinces o_(success are greater wlfh a plan titan 
,,.1tlwut one. 
(Subject 7 Personal Correspondence January 6. I 999) 
Subject 8: 
This subject saw the process as creating opportunities for growth. He acknowledged that all schools 
need to improve and grow. Everyone who has a stake in the education of the Province's children 
can participate in the process This model provides a means to gauge progress and indicate whether 
or not the targeted objectives are being met. 
The model does present problems and challenges Primarily this model requires an abundance of 
time and work on the part ofteachers. The schools that had internal teams established found that 
it required weekly meetings of2-3 hours in duration for a one year time frame. lf everyone is to be 
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involved it will be a challenge to find the time. (Subject 8. Personal Correspondence December I 0, 
1998) It is crucial in this process that people are brought on board from the beginning. Past effons 
to reform schools have made many teachers leery about becoming involved in this type of initiative. 
Overcoming this is a challenge that needs to be addressed. 
Subject 9: 
This subject felt that a prime barrier to the incorporation of the School Assessment Model was the 
concern that this model \vould havedifficulties dealing with individual school situations The subject 
had reservations about \\.·hether the process could take into account individual school cultures and 
the various socio-economic factors in the school. The setting of arbitrary standards that all schools 
are expected to meet caused this subject a degree of concern . 
The nature of teachers and their customization to various periodic initiatives have left them with a 
level of detest for ··buzz words" . Many have taken the view that this, like other initiatives. is a trend 
that will pass If the initiative is to be a success then strong leadership is needed 
Teachers may feel threatened by this type of initiative. Many teachers may take this as a personal 
attack on their abilities as professionals. The subject elaborated by stating that : 
(. ·nfortunateh· .mmeltmes teachers see mea..ures like thts as bemg some sort of accountability em the 
prnfesswn . . -Inc/ then· ts alu-a_\:s that nu:r between the attempt to move filn,·arcl and do better u·lfh 
what we're domg as opposed to xeemg it as something that·_,. evaluatmg how teachers are ciumg 
(Subject 9 Personal Correspondence December 21, 1998) 
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Subject 10: 
This subject expressed views on the challenges and benetits by stating that there were considerable 
positi .. ·e and negative aspects of the process. The subject telt that the model provided a means 
through \\·hich accountability could be accomplished and focused effons on reform at the classroom 
level School development is all about improving learning opponunities and outcomes for students 
Planning for change involves a review of current status. an analysis of what a school is doing well 
and \vhat it is not . development of goals. and development of a plan to see those goals achieved 
Challenges arise because this involves hard work. and some factors lie beyond the traditional scope 
of \I. hat has been considered to be the domain of the school A focused effon has a better chance of 
succeeding \Vhen all those who have a stake in the outcomes are supponive. but this is not always 
the case 
Section 4. 7: Conclusion 
The issue of school reform is a very complex one The education system and its improvement are 
the intended goals for all who are involved in this process . Yet, often the process advocated for 
reaching this goal can ditfer greatly Often it is a matter of perspective on the pan of those charged 
with the facilitation of the reform process. lf it is felt that an external validation is needed and 
crucial. then an accreditation based model will probably be the method of choice . If the external 
validation is of secondary importance and it is the reform process that is viewed as having the 
greatest benefit. then an assessment based model will be promoted 
.. 
IOC) 
The provincial Department of Education advocated an assessment based model during the init1al 
pilot School districts were then free to pursue the reform as they saw tit. The Department of 
Education did encourage districts to become involved but it was not a mandatory exercise One 
district did pursue this option to a considerable degree and developed its own model which bore 
some semblance to the original pilot but was unique enough to be called the district's own model 
This model will be elaborated upon along with other items in the next chapter 
.. 
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Chapter 5 - Summary Conclusions and Recommendations 
This chapter summarizes the major findings of the study. reports the conclusions and offers some 
recommendations for action and further investigation. 
Section 5.1: Summarv. 
The main purpose of this study was to gain an understanding of the rationale behind the 
Newfoundland and Labrador Department of Education· s decision to promote an assessment as 
opposed to an accreditation - based model of reform The investigation centered around five 
research questions, namely: 
Why is there a desire to reform schools at this time? 
2 How committed are key educational administrators to reforming the educational 
system? 
3 How is school assessment different from other reform initiatives such as school 
improvement? 
4 What are the reasons the Department of Education opted for an assessment-based 
model of school reform as opposed to an accreditation-based model? 
5 What are the benefits and challenges for the Department of Education. school 
districts and schools in supporting school assessment at this time? 
Data for the study were gathered by interviewing key subjects Subjects were chosen on the basis 
of their involvement with the process or their professional expertise in the area of school reform. 
Ill 
The subjects were sent a preimervie\v questionnaire that allowed the researcher to have a star1ing 
point from which to conduct the interviews 
Section 5.2: Summary of Data gathered concerning Question l. Why is there a desire to 
reform schools at this time? 
There were numerous explanations given by the subjects in response to Question I One of the 
most common reasons given v;as that the achievement levels of the students in the Pro\·ince. as 
reflected on standardized tests. were typically lower than the national average This \vas a reason 
offered specifically by eight of the subjects As the public is becoming more and more aware of 
the r~sults of the scores. there is considerable pressure to take corrective measures Thus. there 
was a desire to retorm the schools so as to mcrease the quality of education in the Provmce 
lt \\-aS suggested by three of the subjects that those charged with administering the svstem felt the 
need to be at the forefront of educational change. both nationally and globally lf the system was 
not continually improving it would become stagnant With the rest ofthe country moving to 
improve the quality of education. the Province had to follow suit with national trends or be left 
behind 
Six of the subjects felt that the move to reform schools was motivated largely by economics and 
governance issues lfthe government of the day could convince the people ofthe Province that 
the reforms proposed by government would lead to a more effective education system, then the 
economics and governance concerns would not be seen as the icey issue in school reform The 
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subjects mentioned that they thought that the cost savings and control associated with reform was 
a large motivator for pursuing it. 
Section 5.3: Summarv of Data gathered concerning Question 2. How committed are k~y 
educational administrators to reforming the ed11cational svst~m? 
This question sought to gather an understanding of the level of commitmem to the reform 
mitiatives for the education system. A large portion ofthe subjects felt that commitment was 
there to the extem that budgetary restrictions allowed. This was a point made by nine of the 
subjects Clearly the subjects felt that fiscal realities dictated the extent to which resources can 
be put into this sort of program. 
Four of the subjects agreed that. as in all organizations, the le·~~·el of commitment varies 
throughout These four felt that, within the education system. there are those who are very 
committed and those that are not as committed. There is considerable cynicism in theschools; 
yet, there is considerable commitment by the administrators of the system. Three subjects 
mentioned the high level of commitment by the school administrators. These same three felt that 
the level of commitment from those in the schools was quite high. 
One subject did mention that he/she felt that the level of commitment to classroom reform is not 
as high under the present government as it was under the Liberal Government of the Honourable 
Clyde Wells . The commitment to reform, as this subject phrased it, is more in support of 
structural reform than classroom reform. 
ID 
Section 5.4: Summarv or Data gathered concerning Question 3. How is school assessment 
different rrom other rerorm initiati\•es such as school improvement? 
One of the more common statements made regarding this question was that this model had more 
accountability features than the reform initiatives attempted in the past. With the presence of 
external validators. schools are more accountable for the success or failure of the reform 
initiatives. This was a point made by six of the subjects. 
Another commonly expressed sentiment ""·as that this initiative focuses on student achievement 
to a much greater extent than previous reform initiatives. The former school improvement 
initiative focused more on staff issues This point was made by three of the subjects The school 
assessment process involves the applicatton of a discrete set of standards on which the schools 
are to measure their progress This involves having the school operating from a plan The 
method of data gathering is made consistent and tive of the subjects felt that this would allov .. for 
a more valid means of cross school comparisons 
One of the subjects felt that this project incorporated the broader community than former 
initiatives The same subject felt that this project. ifincorporated on a broader scale. would 
allov.,· schools to work on improving in a less threatening manner than was previously felt. The 
traditional adversarial positions of schools and district office might be diminished according to 
the views of this subject. 
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According to one subject. the model focuses on feedback and creates a climate that is more 
conducive to an in-depth examination of schools . This same subject went on to state that this 
process would promote action research in the schools. This was seen as a considerable change 
by the subject 
There was also a subject that did not see this initiative as being largely different from the past 
reform efforts. This subject felt that it merely standardized the means by which data was 
gathered 
Section 5.5: Summarv of Data gathered concerning Question 4. What are the reasons the 
Department of Education opted for an assessment-based model of school 
reform as opposed to an accreditation-based model? 
One of the more commonly expressed sentiments by the subjects was that they felt that the 
educational climate in this Province was more conducive to promotion and acceptance of an 
Assessment Based Model of reform As a result of the province's geography, history with reform 
initiatives and financial realities the possibility of an assessment - based model succeeding was 
more likely than that of an accreditation type model . In addition, as mentioned earlier in the 
chapter. an accreditation- based model would carry with it the potential for causing divisiveness 
within communities . In rural Newfoundland. there is not the luxury of attending other schools if 
one loses its accreditation status. These were opinions expressed by five of the subjects 
Two of the subjects felt that the assessment - type model was promoted partly because it was 
less threatening and would be a better fit with past reform initiatives. lt is a more outcome -
' 
based model that centers on the process of change in the schools. Three subjects felt that this 
model would promote self assessment in schools 
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Another significant reason offered by the subjects was that of cost. Five subjects felt that the 
accreditation model would be too costly for the province Hence. the assessment model. which 
would be less expensive. was promoted. 
Another subject added that. at the time of the development of the model, there was more 
expertise in assessment based reform than in accreditation As a result. the assessment - based 
model was promoted A different subject added to this by suggesting that the accreditation type 
reform. \Vhich was punitive in nature would not be accepted in the province. The high level of 
umomzatton in the education system would resist a puniti\·e model of reform 
One subject felt that a major reason for the exclusion of an accreditation based model had agreat 
deal to do with politics The person pushing for accreditation had lost favor at the Department of 
Educat1on and regardless of what this person suggested it would not be well received by those 
that would make the decision. The same subject added that at the time there were numerous 
other initiatives on the table Accreditation marked a more radical departure from the past 
reform efforts and would require more energy and time to implement As a result accreditation 
\vas passed over in favor of an assessment based model. 
' 
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This is not to say that all subjects felt that accreditation is not going to reappear. Two subjects 
suggested directly that they felt accreditation was an issue that will be revisited in the future 
Section 5.6: Summarv of Data eathered concernine Question 5. \Vhat are the benefits 
and challenees for the Department or Education. school districts and schools 
in supportine school assessment at this time? 
A large portion of the subjects felt that a considerable potential benefit arising from this initiati\·e 
was that its locus on students This proposal sets the standards upon which schools ar~ to be 
evaluated It also puts in place concrete measures that can be used to gauge the level of success 
that the reform efforts have had It ensures that student achievement is the primary reason for 
making change The process forces. as one subject put it, .. schools to be schools.. There is a 
forced accountability which increases the likelihood that the reform efforts will be successfi.d 
Five of the subjects mentioned this specifically 
Four of the subjects felt that this initiative involves a broader school community than past 
initiatives. Parents. teachers, students, and all other stakeholders in the education of the 
province's children would have input under the proposed school assessment initiative 
Planning is a major part of the reform initiative. Two subjects noted that, in developing the 
plans. the school is expanding upon the work of the prior school improvement etlorts This 
promotes action research and provides further opportunities for growth 
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As an added benefit. two subjects mentioned that those teachers involved in the process would be 
exposed to excellent professional development opportunities. Coupled with this. there was the 
possibility that districts could develop partnerships that could allow cost saving measures and 
increase the possibilities of learning from each other 
This is not to say that the subjects felt that there were no challenges with this initiative. One of 
the major obstacles. as identified by the research subjects. was the cynicism felt by many within 
the system. Having gone through numerous reform efforts in the past. and having little to show 
for it, have left many in the system resistant to put time and effort into another initiative. In 
addition. five subjects mentioned that some teachers might interpret this sort of professional 
examination as being a personal threat and hence would be resistant to it. 
This process is a labor intensive one. Considerable time and effort is required for this proposal to 
be successful Finding the time and motivating teachers to become involved and committed will 
be difficult Strong leadership will be needed for this initiative to be a success. With the 
demographics of the teaching profession as they are. and the fact that this process is not one that 
shows immediate results. motivating senior teachers to put time and effort into a process that will 
not show results until after they have left the profession will be a challenge. Six subjects 
mentioned the amount of time and effort needed as being a concern. 
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One subject added that this initiative. with its prescribed criteria statements. might not work in 
our schools This subject felt that this proposal might be too inflexible and possibly be too rigid 
in its approach to individual school situations. 
Four subjects mentioned the cost as being a challenge for this initiative. With fiscal restraim 
being a common theme in all government departments, finding the funds to support this initiative 
will be difficult. 
Section 5.7: Recommendations 
School reform has been at the forefront of many discussions regarding the school system in this 
Province for a considerable time Initial reforms took place with respect to structural and 
governance changes Yet despite all of these structural changes the quality of education 
delivered to the children would not have improved unless reforms are implemented at the 
classroom level. The recent report of the Ministerial Panel on Educational Delivery in the 
Classroom referenced this in writing 
Th,• need fiJr program reform has not heen clumm ... hecl h_v th structural reform oftJre last se1·eral 
_vears. Further. there ts e\·tdence that structural reftJrm has created htgh e:cpectattcms for 
1mprm·ement m teachmg ancllearmng. the me: of technologv and the overall ahllttv of the .wstem 
to cle\·t!lop graduates prepared ((l cupe 1nth new and rapid(o,,: changing soc:ml anclec:onomtc 
real/lies. !-'mall~-. there 1s u·tdesprecule:rpec:tatwn of a ... ubstantial reinvestment to address the 
comple:r range of needs reflected tn sc:hrml classrooms. 
(Government of Newfoundland and Labrador. 2000. p I) 
• 
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The issue of school reform is a very complex one The education system and its improvement 
are the intended goals for all who are involved in the reform process Yet. often the processes 
advocated for reaching this goal can differ greatly Often it is a matter of perspective on the pan 
of those charged with the facilitation of the retbrm process. lf it is telt that an external validation 
is crucially important than an accreditation - based model will probably be preferred. lf the 
external \·alidation is of secondary importance and it is the reform process that is viewed as 
having the greatest benefit. then an assessment based model will be promoted. 
If schools are going to improve at the classroom level it is important that site based reforms be 
made that allO\'-. for a critical examination of current classroom practices On the basis of this 
research project. the author would propose the tbllowing recommendations 
Based on the literature review and the research tindings that all districts in the province 
would engage in the development of their own model of reform. These models should be 
constructed such that there is sufficient flexibility as to allow schools in the districts to 
adapt the model to their own needs . This being said. the districts should ensure that the 
underlying goal of the reforms are improved classroom instruction 
As the process of School Development is a new venture. in this Province an evaluation of 
tts effectiveness could not be validly conducted at the time of this study. A longitudinal 
study that examines the effectiveness of the initiative with respect to improving 
classroom instruction would be warranted at this time. 
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3 This initiative will require financial support if it is to succeed. Professional 
development. release time for teachers and adequate resources for the reform initiatives 
will need to be provided. Unless the support for the initiatives is provided the teachers of 
the province will become apathetic about any process and see it as being just a temporary 
means by which to demonstrate a desire to improve without substance This v,,.as a 
common concern expressed by the research subjects. They acknowledged that the reform 
process was a labor intensive one As such teachers will need to have some source of 
motivation for doing what is necessary in order to make it succeed. If they view the 
employer as being unwilling to support the initiatives then teachers will be less likely to 
expend their eftons 
There will need to be a mechanism with which to ensure accountability With any change 
model it is important that there be some means by which to motivate those involved with 
it to successfully implement the desired changes. There are several recommendations 
referencing this in the Ministerial Panel Report on Educational Delivery in the Classroom 
(Government of Newfoundland and Labrador. 2000) _The panel references the need for 
accountability in writing: 
.-In accountahrilty s\.·stem. ll'hate\·erform tt take:•. 1 • .: on~~- as good as the haste: clma usee/ 
to formulate the necessan mdrcator.:. !Jecausc: o{ c:florc.-. wtthm the /Jepartment of 
t.'ducatum ol·c:r the pa ... r 11m clec:acles. thl· mformatwn ncm· avatlahle fiJr trackmg -':\· ... rem 
performance IS comprehem•tve Several e:rien.Hn: clataba:•es are mamtamed . rncluding 
a student mfiJrmattun system. the Teacher }'ayro/1 .'i\·stem. the fligh .\"chool Certificatwn 
S1.·stent. nncfstucfent /e\•ef databases tncorporatmg a \'artf!l).-• of as.-.t!X\7llf!nt rnforntatwn. 
.·l Clllllrreht:II.'\1\"C: .\·1/n't."\ " o( teachers IS ab;;o Conc/UCtf!cf perwc/lca/h·. the• fast IIC:C:tl."lfll/ 
hemg m the fall of I 991J. f'ertOllic fiJ/Iow-up.,· of graduates hm·e al.w• he en cmlcluctc:cl 
gtnng a p1cture of where stuclenls go after lem•ing ,,·ch(lo/. .\luch of tire m·atlahle clcua 
han• heen mc,rroratecl tnto te . .;;chuol profile .~\·.vtem maktnJ! 11 m·ailahlc: at the• _,c-Juml 
lend 
(Government of Newfoundland and Labrador, 2000. pp . 86) 
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In sum. the need for improvement in our province's educational system is imperative A means 
to accomplish this is through a focused and well planned examination of the needs of schools as 
determined on a local basis. The process of school development does provide a possible means 
to accomplish this . The actual effectiveness of such initiatives depends heavily on the 
implementation of them. Determining the success of the implementation is a task that future 
research can determine. 
' 
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